


January 31, 2008

Dear Chairmen and Ranking Members:

The Commission on the National Guard and Reserves is pleased to 
submit to you its final report as required by Public Law 108-375, 
the Ronald Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 2005 (as amended by Public Law 109-163). As you know, 
Congress chartered this Commission to assess the reserve compo-
nent of the U.S. military and to recommend changes to ensure that 
the National Guard and other reserve components are organized, 
trained, equipped, compensated, and supported to best meet the 
needs of U.S. national security. 

The Commission’s first interim report, containing initial findings 
and the description of a strategic plan to complete our work, was 
delivered on June 5, 2006. The second interim report, delivered 
on March 1, 2007, was required by Public Law 109-364, the John 
Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007, 
enacted on October 17, 2006. That second report examined 17 
proposals contained in the National Defense Enhancement and 
National Guard Empowerment Act, and included 23 Commission 
recommendations covering the broad spectrum of issues raised by 
the legislation. 

The Commission applauds Congress’s timely and decisive action in 
implementing a number of these important provisions in the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act. In carefully considering the 
Commission’s recommendations, Congress has changed in a fun-
damental way the Department of Defense’s role for the homeland, 
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and taken significant steps to make the nation safer from man-made and natural disasters. 
Secretary of Defense Gates also has taken timely and decisive action to implement those 
recommendations not requiring legislation, and has advocated before Congress for those 
requiring legislation.

The final report of the Commission was informed by 17 days of public hearings involving 
115 witnesses; 52 Commission meetings; more than 850 interviews; numerous site visits, 
forums, and panel discussions; and the detailed analysis of thousands of documents sup-
plied at the Commission’s request by the military services, government agencies, experts, 
and other stakeholders. It contains six major conclusions and 95 recommendations, sup-
ported by 163 findings. 

In conducting its work, the Commission has gathered information, analyzed evidence, identi-
fied significant problems facing the reserve components, and sought to offer the best possible 
recommendations to solve the problems identified. The problems we identify in this report 
are systemic, have evolved over many years, and are not the product of any one official or 
administration. Many of the Commission’s recommendations to solve those problems can be 
implemented immediately; however, a number of them may take years to implement effectively. 
Their full implementation will require additional work by Congress and the executive branch. 

At the core of these changes is the explicit recognition of the evolution of the reserve 
components from a purely strategic force, with lengthy mobilization times designed to 
meet Cold War threats from large nation-states, to an operational force. This operational 
reserve must be readily available for emergencies at home and abroad, and more fully inte-
grated with the active component. Simultaneously, this force must retain required strategic 
elements and capabilities. 

The Commission concludes that there is no reasonable alternative to the nation’s continued 
increased reliance on reserve components as part of its operational force for missions at 
home and abroad. However, the Commission also concludes that this change from their Cold 
War posture necessitates fundamental reforms to reserve components’ homeland roles and 
missions, personnel management systems, equipping and training policies, policies affecting 
families and employers, and the organizations and structures used to manage the reserves. 
These reforms are essential to ensure that this operational reserve is feasible in the short term 
while sustainable over the long term. In fact, the future of the all-volunteer force depends for 
its success on policymakers’ undertaking needed reforms to ensure that the reserve compo-
nents are ready, capable, and available for both operational and strategic purposes.

In reviewing the past several decades of intense use of the reserve components, most notably 
as an integral part of operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and the homeland, the Commission has 
found indisputable and overwhelming evidence of the need for policymakers and the military 
to break with outdated policies and processes and implement fundamental, thorough reforms 
in these areas. The members of this Commission share this view unanimously. We note that 
these recommendations will require the nation to reorder the priorities of the Department of 
Defense, thereby necessitating a major restructuring of laws and DOD’s budget. There are 
some costs associated with these recommendations, but the problems are serious, the need 
to address them is urgent, and the benefits of the reforms we identify more than exceed the 
expense of implementing them. 

These issues are extremely complex, and people of good character and conscience will dis-
agree with some of the solutions we propose. That is to be expected. No significant reforms 
have been undertaken in the laws affecting the reserve components for more than half a cen-
tury. The last major Defense reform effort—the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act of 1986—made fundamental adjustments to the roles of the Secretary of 
Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and combatant commanders but did not 
affect the structures or policies of the reserve components. We hope and anticipate that this 
report will generate lively debate among the institutions and key policymakers responsible 
for protecting U.S. national security. 



With the submission of this our last report, the Commission turns our findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations over to the legislative and executive branches, where we feel confi-
dent they will be carefully considered, improved upon, and implemented. We believe that 
this action will have the same profound and positive effects as did the Goldwater-Nichols 
legislation.

The Commission wants to express our continuing deep appreciation for the significant support 
and cooperation from the Congress and the Department of Defense as well as the sustained, 
superb work of the Commission’s staff. The Commission also wishes to recognize the public 
service of Senator John Warner, as he concludes a long and distinguished career that has set the 
standard for statesmanship and bipartisan advocacy of a strong national defense.

We close by thanking all military members in our nation’s active and reserve forces. Our nation 
is indebted to them for their service and the sacrifices that they, their families, and their employ-
ers have made—and will continue to make—on behalf of the United States of America.

Sincerely,

cc: The Honorable Robert Gates, Secretary, Department of Defense
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January 31, 2008

Dear Secretary Gates:

The Commission on the National Guard and Reserves is pleased to 
submit to you its final report as required by Public Law 108-375, 
the Ronald Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 2005 (as amended by Public Law 109-163). As you know, 
Congress chartered this Commission to assess the reserve compo-
nent of the U.S. military and to recommend changes to ensure that 
the National Guard and other reserve components are organized, 
trained, equipped, compensated, and supported to best meet the 
needs of U.S. national security. 

The Commission’s first interim report, containing initial findings 
and the description of a strategic plan to complete our work, was 
delivered on June 5, 2006. The second interim report, delivered 
on March 1, 2007, was required by Public Law 109-364, the John 
Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007, 
enacted on October 17, 2006. That second report examined 17 
proposals contained in the National Defense Enhancement and 
National Guard Empowerment Act, and included 23 Commission 
recommendations covering the broad spectrum of issues raised by 
the legislation. 

The Commission applauds Congress’s timely and decisive action 
in implementing a number of these important provisions in the 
2008 National Defense Authorization Act. In carefully considering 
the Commission’s recommendations, Congress has changed in a 
fundamental way the Department of Defense’s role for the home-
land, and taken significant steps to make the nation safer from 
man-made and natural disasters. We also commend you for taking 
timely and decisive action to implement those recommendations 
not requiring legislation, and advocating before Congress for those 
requiring legislation.

The final report of the Commission was informed by 17 days of 
public hearings involving 115 witnesses; 52 Commission meetings; 
more than 850 interviews; numerous site visits, forums, and panel 
discussions; and the detailed analysis of thousands of documents 



supplied at the Commission’s request by the military services, government agencies, experts, 
and other stakeholders. It contains six major conclusions and 95 recommendations, sup-
ported by 163 findings. 

In conducting its work, the Commission has gathered information, analyzed evidence, identi-
fied significant problems facing the reserve components, and sought to offer the best possible 
recommendations to solve the problems identified. The problems we identify in this report 
are systemic, have evolved over many years, and are not the product of any one official or 
administration. Many of the Commission’s recommendations to solve those problems can be 
implemented immediately; however, a number of them may take years to implement effectively. 
Their full implementation will require additional work by Congress and the executive branch. 

At the core of these changes is the explicit recognition of the evolution of the reserve 
components from a purely strategic force, with lengthy mobilization times designed to 
meet Cold War threats from large nation-states, to an operational force. This operational 
reserve must be readily available for emergencies at home and abroad, and more fully inte-
grated with the active component. Simultaneously, this force must retain required strategic 
elements and capabilities. 

The Commission concludes that there is no reasonable alternative to the nation’s continued 
increased reliance on reserve components as part of its operational force for missions at 
home and abroad. However, the Commission also concludes that this change from their Cold 
War posture necessitates fundamental reforms to reserve components’ homeland roles and 
missions, personnel management systems, equipping and training policies, policies affecting 
families and employers, and the organizations and structures used to manage the reserves. 
These reforms are essential to ensure that this operational reserve is feasible in the short term 
while sustainable over the long term. In fact, the future of the all-volunteer force depends for 
its success on policymakers’ undertaking needed reforms to ensure that the reserve compo-
nents are ready, capable, and available for both operational and strategic purposes.

In reviewing the past several decades of intense use of the reserve components, most notably 
as an integral part of operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and the homeland, the Commission 
has found indisputable and overwhelming evidence of the need for policymakers and the 
military to break with outdated policies and processes and implement fundamental, thor-
ough reforms in these areas. The members of this Commission share this view unanimously. 
We note that these recommendations will require the nation to reorder the priorities of 
the Department of Defense, thereby necessitating a major restructuring of laws and DOD’s 
budget. There are some costs associated with these recommendations, but the problems are 
serious, the need to address them is urgent, and the benefits of the reforms we identify more 
than exceed the expense of implementing them. 

These issues are extremely complex, and people of good character and conscience will dis-
agree with some of the solutions we propose. That is to be expected. No significant reforms 
have been undertaken in the laws affecting the reserve components for more than half a cen-
tury. The last major Defense reform effort—the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act of 1986—made fundamental adjustments to the roles of the Secretary of 
Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and combatant commanders but did not 
affect the structures or policies of the reserve components. We hope and anticipate that this 
report will generate lively debate among the institutions and key policymakers responsible 
for protecting U.S. national security. 

With the submission of this our last report, the Commission turns our findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations over to the legislative and executive branches, where we feel confident 
they will be carefully considered, improved upon, and implemented. We believe that this action 
will have the same profound and positive effects as did the Goldwater-Nichols legislation.

The Commission wants to express our continuing deep appreciation for the significant sup-
port and cooperation from the Congress and the Department of Defense as well as the sus-



tained, superb work of the Commission’s staff. The Commission also wishes to recognize the 
public service of Senator John Warner, as he concludes a long and distinguished career that has 
set the standard for statesmanship and bipartisan advocacy of a strong national defense.

We close by thanking all military members in our nation’s active and reserve forces. Our nation 
is indebted to them for their service and the sacrifices that they, their families, and their employ-
ers have made—and will continue to make—on behalf of the United States of America.

Sincerely,

cc: The Honorable Carl Levin, Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, 
United States Senate

The Honorable John McCain, Ranking Member, Committee on Armed Services,  
United States Senate

The Honorable Ike Skelton, Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, 
United States House of Representatives

The Honorable Duncan Hunter, Ranking Member, Committee on Armed Services, 
United States House of Representatives
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eXeCutiVe Summary

INTRoDuCTIoN
The Commission on the National Guard and Reserves was established by 
the Ronald Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2005. Through its enabling statute, Congress tasked this Commission to 
report on the roles and missions of the reserve components; on how their 
capabilities may be best used to achieve national security objectives, in-
cluding homeland defense; on their compensation and benefits and on the 
effects of possible changes in these areas on military careers, readiness, 
recruitment, and retention; on traditional and alternative career paths; on 
their policies and funding for training and readiness, including medical 
and personal readiness; on the adequacy of funding for their equipment 
and personnel; and on their organization, structure, and overall funding. 
Congress has asked this Commission to provide it a road map to a strong, 
capable, sustainable reserve component.

Congress directed the Commission to deliver three separate reports. 
The first of these reports, detailing the status of the Commission’s or-
ganization and the progress of our work, was submitted to the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, the House Armed Services Committee, and 
the Secretary of Defense on June 5, 2006.

The second report, Strengthening America’s Defenses in the New Se-
curity Environment, was submitted on March 1, 2007, and primarily 
addressed 17 provisions of legislation titled the National Guard Em-
powerment Act, introduced in the 109th Congress and reintroduced in 
the 110th Congress (S. 430/H.R. 718). DOD has supported in whole or 
in part 20 of the Commission’s recommendations, and Congress in the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 has addressed 
all those that require legislation.1

This third and final report, Transforming the National Guard and Re-
serves into a 21st-Century Operational force, contains six major con-
clusions and 95 recommendations, supported by 163 findings. The 

1 As this report was about to go to press, President Bush vetoed the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008. We are confident, however, that 
the sections pertaining to the National Guard and Reserves will remain in the 
bill that ultimately is signed into law. We therefore cite those sections of the act 
in their current form, as published in House Report 110-477, the Conference 
Report to accompany H.R. 1585, December 6, 2007.
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Commission began organizing in September 2005, held its first official 
meeting in March 2006, and, following the submission of this report, 
concludes its work in April 2008. At that time, as Congress envisioned, 
the most comprehensive, independent review of the National Guard 
and Reserve forces in the past 60 years will be complete, and the burden 
for action will fall to the legislative and executive branches.

The Structure of the Report
This report is the first step in a comprehensive reevaluation of the re-
serve components of the U.S. military in which the legislature and gen-
eral public soon should join. In reviewing the past several decades of 
heavy use of the reserve components, most notably as an integral part 
of recent operations in Iraq, in Afghanistan, and in the homeland, the 
Commission has found indisputable and overwhelming evidence of 
the need for change. Policymakers and 
the military must break with outdated 
policies and processes and implement 
fundamental, thorough reforms. Many 
of today’s profound challenges to the 
National Guard and Reserves will per-
sist, notwithstanding force reductions 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. The need for 
major reforms is urgent regardless of 
the outcome of current conflicts or the political turmoil surrounding 
them. The Commission believes the nation must look past the immedi-
ate and compelling challenges raised by these conflicts and focus on the 
long-term future of the National Guard and Reserves and on the United 
States’ enduring national security interests.

In our final report, the Commission first assesses the necessity, feasi-
bility, and sustainability of the so-called operational reserve, which is 
significantly different from the strategic reserve of the Cold War. We as-
sess the unplanned evolution to an operational reserve. We then evalu-
ate the factors that should influence the decision whether to create a 
truly operational reserve force, including the threats to our nation in 
the current and emerging security environment; the military capabili-
ties, both operational and strategic, necessary to keep America secure 
in this environment; the urgent fiscal challenges caused by the spiraling 
costs of mandatory entitlement programs and ever-increasing cost of 
military personnel; and the cost and value to the nation of the National 
Guard and Reserves. And we consider the challenges the nation faces 
in funding, personnel policy, recruiting, equipment shortages, and other 
obstacles to creating a sustainable operational reserve force.

. . . the Commission has 
found indisputable and 
overwhelming evidence 
of the need for change.
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Second, we assess the Department of Defense’s role in the homeland 
and whether it is clearly defined and sufficient to protect the nation; 
the role that the reserve components, as part of DOD, and other inter-
agency partners should play in preparing for and responding to domes-
tic emergencies; the role and direction of U.S. Northern Command, the 
joint command in charge of federal homeland defense and civil support 
activities; the role that states and their governors should play in home-
land response; the need to rebalance forces to better address homeland 
response needs; and the implications of these assessments for the readi-
ness of the reserve components.

Third, we examine what changes need to occur to enable DOD to bet-
ter manage its most precious resource—its people. We consider what 
attributes of a modern personnel management strategy would create 
a true continuum of service; how reserve component personnel should 
be evaluated, promoted, and compensated; what educational and work 
opportunities they should be given to maximize the return to the nation 
from their service; how DOD should track the civilian skills of reserve 
component members; whether the active and reserve personnel manage-
ment systems should be integrated; why the prompt establishment of an 
integrated pay and personnel system is urgent; how many duty statuses 
there should be; and what changes need to be made to the active and 
reserve retirement systems to ensure that both serve force management 
objectives and are sustainable.

Fourth, we explore what changes need to be made to develop an op-
erational reserve that is ready for its array of overseas and homeland 
missions. We examine how policies related to equipping, training, fund-
ing, and access must be transformed to ensure that the resulting force is 
ready, capable, and available to the nation when it is needed, whether 
for war, for routine peacetime deployments, or for unexpected emer-
gencies here at home.

Fifth, we assess current programs supporting service members, their 
families, and their employers. We consider whether disparities remain 
between the active and reserve service members’ compensation, wheth-
er the legal protections for activated members are sufficient, what can 
be done to improve the support provided to members and their families 
when reservists are activated and after they return home, and how DOD 
can strengthen the relationship between the Department and employers 
of reserve component members.

Sixth, we scrutinize the organizational and structural changes required 
to support a truly operational reserve force: specifically, changes to 
remove cultural barriers that hamper the effective use of the reserve 
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components, changes to the categories used to manage the reserve 
components, changes to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and 
changes within the reserve components and their headquarters.

For these topics, we address the issues and discuss in detail the areas 
where we believe reform is required, explain how we arrived at our con-
clusion that reform is urgently needed, state the principles we believe 
should guide reform, and make specific recommendations to solve the 
problems identified. Where possible, we have articulated appropriate 
milestones and benchmarks to gauge progress toward the full imple-
mentation of those recommendations.

Finally, we identify the Commission’s vision, or end state, for the future 
National Guard and Reserves: what it will mean to be an operational 
guardsman and reservist of the 21st century; what their future roles and 
missions will be; how they will be integrated into the total force; what 
the nature will be of the compact between the reservists and their fami-
lies, employers, and the nation; what future career paths for reservists 
will look like; and what organizational structures, laws, and policies af-
fecting personnel, compensation, benefits, training, equipping, mobili-
zation, and funding will look like. All our recommendations are geared 
to achieving this end state.

In developing these recommendations, the Commission solicited formal 
and informal input from a broad range of individual service members, 
family members, military and civilian leaders, subject matter experts, 
businesspeople, and elected representatives. We examined reports, stud-
ies, lessons learned, and papers on the topics before us. We visited Guard 
and Reserve personnel, families, and employers where they live, train, 
and work. We benefited from outside analytical support from the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office, the Congressional Budget Office, and 
the Federal Research Division of the Library of Congress. We sought to 
define and document as clearly as possible the issues and problems fac-
ing the National Guard and Reserves and to present a reasonable and 
achievable set of solutions to those problems.

Our study has been informed by 17 days of public hearings involv-
ing 115 witnesses; 52 Commission meetings; more than 850 interviews 
with officials and other subject matter experts, including the current 
and former Secretaries of Defense, and current and former Chairmen 
and Vice Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; numerous site visits, 
forums, and panel discussions; and the analysis of thousands of docu-
ments supplied at the Commission’s request (a comprehensive list of 
persons interviewed is contained in Appendix 10 of the full report).
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We recognize that the problems we discovered through our study are 
systemic and have evolved over many years, and some were created as 
new threats evolved. This report is in no way meant to be a report card 
on past or current officials. Most of the challenges facing the reserve 
components have existed for de-
cades. While the Goldwater-Nichols 
Department of Defense Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1986 made fundamental 
adjustments to the roles of the Secre-
tary of Defense, the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and combatant 
commanders, no significant reforms 
have been undertaken in the key laws 
affecting the reserve components for 
half a century.

The Secretary of Defense reacted positively, constructively, and quickly 
to the limited but significant set of recommendations in the Commis-
sion’s March 1 report to Congress, and Congress also has demonstrat-
ed a strong willingness to address National Guard and Reserve issues 
through its recent passage of the 2008 National Defense Authorization 
Act, which incorporated most of the Commission’s March 1 recommen-
dations. By mandating that the Department of Defense work with the 
Department of Homeland Security to identify and fund what is needed 
to protect the homeland, and updating the status, structure, and activi-
ties of the National Guard Bureau and its leadership, Congress has sent 
a powerful message that it is time for fundamental change in DOD’s 
roles and responsibilities for the homeland. This legislation represents 
the kind of dramatic and sweeping change that is long overdue.

But reform is difficult, and a number of the Commission’s March 1 rec-
ommendations will continue to face continued resistance from within the 
DOD bureaucracy and the other government institutions that they affect 
(see Appendix 8 of the full report for the Commission’s assessment of how 
completely the March 1 recommendations have been implemented). 

The Nature of the Reforms
Instead of meeting immediate needs, or satisfying the requests of par-
ticular interest groups, proposed reforms should serve a set of guiding 
principles that reflect the new 21st-century realities. On the basis of all 
its analysis to date, the Commission has identified values or principles 
against which proposed reforms should be judged. In general, proposed 
reforms must

We recognize that the 
problems . . . are systemic 
and have evolved over 
many years, and some 
were created as new 
threats evolved.
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Serve the national security interests of the United States by 
improving the ability of the National Guard and Reserves 
to meet all threats to the nation as part of a total integrated 
force.

Improve the nation’s return on its investment in its military.

Build upon the jointness among the military services, 
developed as a result of the Goldwater-Nichols Act, to 
create an effective operational reserve force whose units and 
individuals can rapidly integrate with the active component.

Ensure that service plans to employ the reserve components 
produce a force that is ready, capable, and available for 
predictable overseas rotations, responses to emergencies in 
the homeland, and strategic depth with the ability to surge 
when required.

Produce a sustainable reserve component, by which we 
mean one that is affordable, that attracts and retains high-
quality people, that remains relevant and effective in a 
changing security environment, and that maintains the 
support of the public.

Be practical and executable.

Accordingly, the reforms that the Commission believes the nation must 
adopt to enable the National Guard and Reserves to fulfill U.S. nation-
al security objectives are significant and transformational. They will be 
welcomed by some and engender considerable opposition in others. To 
successfully execute the national military 
strategy in the 21st century, the active 
and reserve components must increase 
their military effectiveness by becoming 
a more integrated total force. It has taken 
the U.S. armed forces two decades to ap-
proach the level of jointness envisioned 
by the authors of the Goldwater-Nichols 
Act, which did not address the reserve 
component. Achieving total force integra-
tion of the active and reserve components 
will require changes to the defense establishment of a magnitude compa-
rable to those required by Goldwater-Nichols for the active component.

These recommendations will require the nation to reorder the priorities 
of the Department of Defense, thereby necessitating a major restructur-
ing of laws and DOD’s budget. There will be some costs associated with 

•

•

•

•

•

•

 . . . the active and 
reserve components 
must increase their 
military effectiveness 
by becoming a more 
integrated total force.
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these recommendations, but the need for these reforms is critical, and 
the benefits, in terms of the improved military effectiveness of the total 
force, more than exceed the cost to implement them.

Many of the Commission’s recommendations can be implemented im-
mediately. However, a number of these large, systemic changes may 
take years to implement effectively. We recognize that the details of im-
plementation will need to be worked out by Congress and the executive 
branch, and that some reforms will be transitional, remaining in effect 
only until others are fully realized. At the core of the needed changes is 
the explicit evolution of the reserve components from a purely strate-
gic force with lengthy mobilization times, designed to meet Cold War 
threats from large nation-states, to an operational force in periodic use, 
readily available for emergencies, that retains required strategic ele-
ments and is seamlessly integrated with the active component.

I. CREATING A SuSTAINABLE oPERATIoNAL 
RESERvE

During the Cold War, the reserve components were designed to facili-
tate rapid expansion of the armed forces for a major war with the So-
viet Union; in this role, they were commonly referred to as the strategic 
reserve. Beginning in the early 1990s, the National Guard and Reserves 
have evolved into an essential element of the military’s operational 
forces. Our nation is now faced with the prospect of a decades-long 
engagement with enemies who seek to attack us and harm our interests 
throughout the world, including in our homeland. Congress directed 
the Commission to study the roles, missions, and capabilities of the Na-
tional Guard and Reserves in this new climate. The issues that must be 
addressed are whether the reserve components should continue to play 
the significant role they have assumed 
in operations, foreign and domestic; 
whether they should also retain a 
strategic role; and what changes are 
necessary to ensure both that they 
succeed in their missions and that 
our national security is protected. In 
studying this issue, the Commission 
has evaluated possible alternatives 
to the current operational use of the 
reserves, given the significant changes required for such a force. Our 
analysis leads us to conclude that for the foreseeable future, there is no 

 . . . there is no reasonable 
alternative to the nation’s 
continuing increased 
reliance on its reserve 
components for missions 
at home and abroad.
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reasonable alternative to the nation’s continuing increased reliance on 
its reserve components for missions at home and abroad, as part of an 
operational force.

The uncertain security environment ahead and the challenging fiscal 
realities faced by our government make obvious the necessity for more 
flexible sources of manpower that are better able to respond rapidly 
in the homeland, that can be efficiently increased in times of need, 
and that can be reduced in a way that economically preserves capabil-
ity when requirements diminish. To meet these criteria effectively, the 
manpower pool must be organized to facilitate the required flexibility 
and ensure that resources can be focused where they are needed with 
desirable returns on investment.

It is a difficult problem, and the answer clearly lies in the reserve 
components—uniquely capable of responding in the homeland, em-
ployed operationally at costs on a par with the active components, 
yet able to be maintained at much lower expense when requirements 
allow for a reduced operational tempo. Employing the reserves in 
this fashion has proven necessary and effective from Operation Des-
ert Storm onward, and they in fact have been relied on in every ma-
jor military operation since then.

We conclude that this reliance should continue and should grow 
even after the demands for forces associated with current opera-
tions are reduced. We base this conclusion on a number of factors 
discussed below.

At the same time, the current pattern of using the reserves is endanger-
ing this valuable national asset, and reforming laws and policies will 
be necessary to reverse the damage done and make certain that an 
operational reserve is sustainable. It is to those ends that the Commis-
sion has devoted significant effort and the majority of our final report. 
In order to create a sustainable reserve, we must understand how we 
got to this point, why it is necessary to continue our reliance on the 
reserves as part of an operational force, and what the challenges to 
achieving their sustainability are.
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A. THE uNPLANNED EvoLuTIoN To AN 
oPERATIoNAL RESERvE

At many times in our nation’s history, the reserves have been called up, 
often in conjunction with a draft of the broader population. They have 
served, and then returned to civil society. Members of the reserves played 
significant roles in the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, the Mexican-
American War, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World War I, 
World War II, the Korean War, and the Gulf War. Today, the reserves are 
playing an indispensable role in the global war on terror.

In each case, the nation called forth and trained its reserves, sent them 
into battle under federal command, and then, after the war ended, 
grappled with the size, structure, and funding of the reserve forces. In 
several instances, the nation sought a “peace dividend” in the form of 
a large postwar reduction in the size of national security institutions, 
including military forces. Following the Spanish-American War, which 
exposed grave weaknesses in the training and readiness of the state mi-
litias, Congress created a federal reserve and increased federal oversight 
of the state militias, now called the National Guard.

The last major reform to the reserve components took place after the 
Korean War, for which the nation was poorly prepared. Established as 
a force designed to facilitate rapid expansion of the armed forces for a 
major war with the Soviet Union, the reserves were commonly referred 
to as the strategic reserve. The Vietnam War was the last conflict fought 
with a draft and without a large reserve mobilization. It was followed by 
a significant shift in the mid-1970s to an all-volunteer force; however, the 
reserves remained a strategic force to be used only for extraordinary con-
tingencies overseas, with the assumption that they would have the benefit 
of lengthy mobilization periods, and threats to the homeland continued 
to be viewed in the context of the threat from Soviet nuclear weapons.

Since employing the reserves in Desert Shield and Desert Storm, DOD 
has increased their operational tempo to sustain global commitments. 
The reserves have fought in two wars that have not relied on a draft or 
on full mobilization. The National Guard and Reserves’ contribution 
to our nation’s defense efforts has risen to almost five times the level 
it was before 9/11. Some components have been drawn on even more 
heavily: by the end of the same period, the Army Guard and Army Re-
serve workload had increased more than seven times. At their peak use 
in 2004, national guardsmen and reservists constituted more than 33 
percent of all U.S. military forces in Iraq.
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Reserve component personnel use has increased from 12.7 million duty 
days in fiscal year 2001 to 61.3 million duty days in fiscal year 2006. 
Reservists have been mobilized more than 597,000 times since Septem-
ber 11, 2001; and in addition to the mobilizations, thousands of reserve 
component members have volunteered for extended periods of active 
duty service.

The notion of an operational reserve developed almost by default, in 
response to current and projected needs for operations in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan and the associated force generation requirements. The Com-
mission believes that backing into such a far-reaching decision is a mis-
take, because it is not clear that the public or its elected representatives 
stand behind this new concept. Major changes in the roles and missions 
of the reserve components must be examined, discussed, and accepted 
by the public and Congress if they are to succeed. Our analysis shows 
that there is much to debate, and the debate is overdue.

Although DOD has sought to define the operational reserve,2 it has taken 
several years to come up with a definition, and that definition does not 
answer the basic questions policymakers face: What missions will the 
National Guard and Reserves perform in their strategic and operational 
roles? How will DOD resource and equip the reserve components for 
these missions so they will be a ready force capable of operating both 
overseas and in the homeland? And what can combatant commands, 
the services, service members and their families, and civilian employers 
expect in terms of predictable deployments? Because it does not answer 
these questions, it offers no road map for what changes in resources or 
to laws, policies, force structure, or organization are required to make 
the reserves truly operational within the total force.

2 “The total Reserve component structure which operates across the continuum of 
military missions performing both strategic and operational roles in peacetime, 
wartime, contingency, domestic emergencies and homeland defense operations. 
As such, the Services organize resource, equip, train, and utilize their Guard and 
Reserve components to support mission requirements to the same standards as 
their active components. Each Service’s force generation plan prepares both units 
and individuals to participate in missions, across the full spectrum of military 
operations, in a cycle or periodic manner that provides predictability for the 
combatant commands, the Services, Service members, their families, and civilian 
employers” (Joint Staff, “Operational Reserve Definition,” draft, October 15, 
2007).
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B. THE NECESSITy FoR AN oPERATIoNAL 
RESERvE

Given the threats that the United States faces at home and abroad, the 
looming fiscal challenges the nation confronts, the projected demands 
for forces, the unique capabilities resident in the reserve components, 
and their cost-effectiveness, the Commission sees no reasonable alter-
native to an increased use of and reliance on the reserve components. 
This conclusion is not dependent on the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq 
and on the reserves’ current sizable 
role in the total operational force: the 
factors below indicate that their con-
tribution to operations at home and 
abroad will be enduring.

The New Security Environment
Challenges presented in today’s stra-
tegic environment are radically differ-
ent than those that faced previous generations. The current operational 
environment is volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. Tradition-
al threats posed by nation-state actors remain, but new threats have 
emerged as well. National security challenges fall into five categories:

The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction that 
constitute a growing threat across the globe, including to 
the U.S. homeland, and the potential access to such weapons 
by individuals or terrorist groups who wish to use them 
indiscriminately on civilian populations.

Violent extremists, Islamist and other, who seek to control 
populations and geographic areas, attack U.S. soil, and harm 
U.S. interests throughout the world.

Disasters in the homeland such as pandemic disease, 
hurricanes, earthquakes, and floods that can harm 
populations and cause losses that equal or exceed those 
incurred by war.

Failed states; numerous ethnic, tribal, and regional conflicts 
that can cause humanitarian crises and endanger global 
stability; and nation-states containing safe havens for 
uncontrolled forces that threaten us.

Traditional nation-state military threats, including the rise of 
a near-peer competitor.

•

•

•

•

•

Challenges presented in 
today’s strategic environ-
ment are radically different 
than those that faced previ-
ous generations.
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This modern threat environment requires that the United States bring 
to bear all instruments of national power to achieve its national secu-
rity objectives, including using its global leadership to prevent conflicts 
from occurring and developing partnerships to avert them. Among these 
instruments is the U.S. military, including the National Guard and Re-
serves, which must be properly organized, trained, equipped, and coor-
dinated with other government agencies to present in a timely manner 
the multitude of capabilities necessary to meet the many irregular, cata-
strophic, and disruptive threats to America both at home and abroad.

These capabilities are

The ability to engage any adversary and win on the battlefield in 
many different kinds of environments.

The ability to prevent and recover from warfare through 
peacekeeping, stability operations, capacity building, 
military-to-military exchanges, theater security cooperation, 
and civil support activities.

The ability to support civil authorities at all levels of 
government in responding to domestic emergencies in which 
military manpower and assets are useful to save lives or 
property, secure communities, or mitigate the consequences of 
or recover from a major natural or man-made disaster.

The ability to respond to the national security requirements 
arising from an adversary’s use of a weapon of mass 
destruction.

The ability, even during times of peace, to sustain a global 
military presence as a means of providing credible deterrence 
toward potential enemies and to shape and maintain stable 
relations with U.S. allies and friends.

At the same time, the resources to generate and sustain these capabili-
ties are not unlimited. Ultimately, we can afford and must be willing to 
allocate appropriate resources to ensure our national security. However, 
the nation is confronting a major fiscal challenge in the form of esca-
lating and ultimately unsustainable federal deficits and debt, tied to the 
expansion of mandatory entitlement programs. If this fiscal imbalance is 
not addressed, it will consume a growing share of federal resources and 
damage our economy and national security. The most compelling pre-
sentation of these challenges is offered by the Comptroller General of the 
United States, David Walker, in his report titled “21st Century Challeng-
es: Reexamining the Base of the Federal Government” (February 2005). 
This grave fiscal reality dictates that every government department, in-

•

•

•

•

•
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cluding the Department of Defense, must fundamentally reexamine how 
it spends money to become more effective and efficient.

DOD Plans for Continued Reliance on the Reserves
DOD leaders have repeatedly stated their expectation that the National 
Guard and Reserves will continue to provide a wide range of capa-
bilities that include warfighting, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, 
and post-conflict and transitional operations such as democracy build-
ing, stability efforts, and peacekeeping. DOD also plans a “focused reli-
ance” on the National Guard and Reserves for civil support missions 
in the homeland. Each service has developed detailed plans to train, 
equip, and use the National Guard and Reserves for the foreseeable 
future on a rotational basis in coordination with the active component. 
This shift—away from a force primarily designed for infrequent federal 
use against a large nation-state and toward a better manned, trained, 
and equipped force that is more interdependent with the active duty 
military, is employed in predictable cyclical rotations overseas, and is 
more ready and more able to respond quickly at home—would mark a 
significant adjustment to how the nation has historically conceived of 
and used its reserves. The change is particularly significant for the larg-
est reserve components, the Army National Guard and Army Reserve.

The Cost and Value of the Reserve Components
The Commission has analyzed the cost of the reserve components as 
a function of their share of the DOD budget over time, as their share 
of their services’ budget over time, and as calculated by think tanks 
and by the Government Account-
ability Office. Using a compre-
hensive approach to this question, 
the Commission finds that an ac-
tive component service member 
costs approximately four times as 
much as a reserve component ser-
vice member when he or she is not 
activated. This significant cost ad-
vantage for the reserves will drive 
policymaking in coming years, 
when pressure on the forces from current conflicts will have abated. 
The Commission believes the nation should avoid the kind of short-
sighted policy decisions made after past conflicts that left the military 
ill-prepared for the next conflict, and should instead focus on where 

 . . . an active component 
service member costs 
approximately four times as 
much as a reserve compo-
nent service member when 
he or she is not activated.
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the best value for the taxpayer can be achieved in an ever-tightening 
fiscal environment.

The Commission also finds that the National Guard and Reserves of-
fer the nation great capability and return on its investment. Reservists 
provide our military’s most intimate and extensive links to the Ameri-
can people and form an important bridge to their neighbors and co-
workers who have never served in uniform. They are forward-deployed 
in thousands of communities across the United States, pretrained, and 
available to respond to an emergency that exceeds the capacity of local 
government personnel.

The reserve components act as a repository of military skills and experi-
ence gained over years of service that would otherwise be lost. They also 
have skills acquired through their civilian careers that are invaluable to 
DOD for both domestic and overseas missions. These skills are not 
easily attained or maintained by personnel in full-time military careers. 
Members of the reserves who are not being used operationally also con-
tinue to provide strategic, or surge, capability for a military that has re-
duced personnel significantly since the peak of the Cold War. The value 
of these skills, and of the capability resident in the reserves to respond 
to unforeseen events, is not easily quantified, but it is significant.

One alternative to the continued use of the reserve components as part of 
the operational forces is to expand the active force. However, respected 
analysts question the affordability and achievability of this option, given 
the high costs of active duty benefits and infrastructure and the current 
recruiting challenges being experienced by the services. The per capita an-
nual cost of active duty manpower has risen from $96,000 to more than 
$126,000 since 2000, owing largely to increases in such deferred benefits 
as health care, as well as to the expenses of recruiting, retention, and 
other initiatives to maintain an all-volunteer force strained by prolonged 
conflict. From a cost perspective, the reserve components remain a signifi-
cant bargain for the taxpayer in comparison to the active component.

In addition, significantly increasing the active force—versus investing 
more in the reserves—may not be the right long-term choice in light of 
the new threats to our homeland, where the reserves have a significant 
advantage over the active component. When disaster strikes at home, 
the first military responders will be national guardsmen and reservists 
coming to the aid of their friends and neighbors close by. The value 
of this linkage cannot be discounted. In contrast to the nationwide 
presence of reserve component forces, the nation’s active duty military 
forces are increasingly isolated, interacting less frequently with the civil 
society they serve. There are fewer active duty military bases, and mem-
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bers of the active component only reside in or near this limited number 
of government facilities.

Another politically nonviable alternative would be to return to a draft. 
It is worth recalling that the all-volunteer force was not designed for a 
sustained, long-term conflict, and that the nation continues to mandate 
that young men register for the Selected Service in the event a draft 
becomes necessary. However, the draft is an instrument not employed 
since the Vietnam War, and its use would be extremely unpopular.

Thus, the Commission believes that 
the nation will need to rely on an 
operational reserve force for many 
years to come. We are not suggest-
ing that reliance on the reserve com-
ponent is somehow undesirable. In 
fact, without the National Guard 
and Reserves, the nation would 
have needed to reinstitute the draft to fight in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Thus, the reserves are the key to ensuring the success of the all-volun-
teer force and avoiding the draft.

Meeting that challenge—creating an operational reserve force that is 
feasible in the short term and sustainable in the long term—will re-
quire fundamental reforms to homeland roles and missions, to person-
nel management systems, to equipping and training policies, to policies 
affecting families and employers, and to organizations.

C. THE CHALLENGE oF SuSTAINING THE 
RESERvES AS AN oPERATIoNAL FoRCE WITHIN 
A CoLD WAR FRAMEWoRK

In our March 1 report, the Commission concluded that the current 
posture and utilization of the National Guard and Reserves as an op-
erational force cannot be sustained over time. Our conclusion in this 
regard subsequently has been supported by the October 2007 findings 
of the Defense Science Board Task Force on Deployment of Members 
of the National Guard and Reserve in the Global War on Terror. Our 
conclusion remains unchanged.

The fact that in some respects the reserve components are currently be-
ing used operationally does not make them a sustainable operational 
force. The reserve components were not established to be employed on 
a rotational basis, and key underlying laws, regulations, policies, fund-

 . . . the reserves are the key 
to ensuring the success of 
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avoiding the draft.
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ing mechanisms, pay categories, mobilization processes, and personnel 
rules that manage the reserve components will have to be modified to 
support their evolution into such an operational force.

Additional significant challenges exist. The propensity of our nation’s 
youth to enlist in the military was at a historical low of 9 percent in 
June 2007. At the same time, DOD estimates that more than half the 
youth in the U.S. population between the ages of 17 and 24 do not meet 
the minimum requirements to enter military service. Approximately 22 
percent of America’s youth exceed the limits set for enlistees’ body mass 
index. The military services will face extremely stiff competition from 
civilian employers seeking to recruit and retain the quality workforce 
required for the 21st century. Recruiting the all-volunteer force is more 
difficult and costly today than it has ever been. Only 79 percent of the 
new recruits entering the Army in fiscal year 2007 possessed a high 
school diploma (the DOD standard is 90 percent), and the Army ap-
proved more waivers for candidates with a criminal history (10 percent 
of all recruits) than it has done in years past.

At the other end of the service continuum, those highly skilled service 
members who are in the Individual Ready Reserve or are retired consti-
tute a pool that is rarely tapped to benefit the nation.

Other long-standing obstacles continue to hamper total force integra-
tion and, hence, military effectiveness. Outdated personnel policies pre-
vent DOD from addressing the demographic challenges above and from 
making the most effective use of their personnel resources. The military 
retirement system is not serving important force management goals, and 
because of the growing cost of personnel it is not sustainable. The mili-
tary, despite acknowledging that civilian skills are a reserve component 
core competency, has done little to take advantage of those skills. While 
the Air Force, Navy, and Marine 
Corps have each made significant 
progress toward integrating their 
active and reserve components into 
a total force, persistent cultural and 
structural barriers between Army ac-
tive and reserve component members 
block meaningful progress toward a 
more integrated, effective Army.

The Commission has heard from 
DOD officials who contend that the changes necessary to create an op-
erational reserve have already occurred. They point out that since 2002, 
168 pieces of legislation pertaining in some fashion to the reserve com-
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ponents have become law. These are a patchwork of incremental chang-
es that mend problems at the margins—they are not bold and systemic 
reforms designed to address the needs of the reserve components today 
and in the future. Moreover, they include some changes of very dubious 
merit, such as cutting the numbers of active duty personnel providing 
full-time support for the Army reserve components.

The Commission believes that continued use of the reserve components 
as part of an operational force will be feasible and sustainable only if 
the nation commits to and invests in this increasingly important portion 
of our military forces.

Conclusion one: The nation requires an operational reserve 
force. However, DoD and Congress have had no serious public 
discussion or debate on the matter, and have not formally ad-
opted the operational reserve. Steps taken by DoD and Congress 
have been more reactive than proactive, more timid than bold, 
and more incremental than systemic. They thus far have not fo-
cused on an overarching set of alterations necessary to make the 
reserve components a ready, rotational force. Congress and DoD 
have not reformed the laws and policies governing the reserve 
components in ways that will sustain an operational force.

Recommendation:

1. Congress and the Department of Defense should ex-
plicitly acknowledge the need for, and should create, 
an operational reserve force that includes portions of 
the National Guard and Reserves. In order to place 
the reserve components on a sustainable path as part 
of that force, Congress and DoD must modify ex-
isting laws, policies, and regulations related to roles 
and missions, funding mechanisms, personnel rules, 
pay categories, equipping, training, mobilization, or-
ganizational structures, and reserve component cat-
egories. These significant changes to law and policy 
are required if the reserve components are to realize 
their full potential to serve this nation and if exist-
ing adverse trends in readiness and capabilities are to 
be reversed. Moreover, the traditional capabilities of 
the reserve components to serve as a strategic reserve 
must be expanded and strengthened.
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II. ENHANCING THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT’S 
RoLE IN THE HoMELAND

Protecting the people and territory of the United States is the mission 
of state and local government, the Department of Defense, the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security, and the rest of the federal government. As 
these levels of government and agencies work together in that broad 
effort, each has a specific role to play. State and local governments are 
the nation’s first line of defense. Their first responders, the National 
Guard, and other state and local officials often represent the bulk of the 
capabilities responding to a disaster. Furthermore, as the chief execu-
tives of the states, governors are vested with a primary responsibility 
to protect the lives and property of their citizens. On the federal level, 
the Department of Defense ensures the military security of the people 
and territory of the United States, commonly referred to as homeland 
defense. The Department of Homeland Security is responsible for coor-
dinating national homeland security efforts to protect the United States 
from terrorism and to carry out the functions of its constituent agencies, 
including emergency management. DOD is often called on to support 
DHS, other federal agencies, and state and local governments in carry-
ing out their missions, thereby providing what is termed civil support. 
Congress tasked the Commission to assess the capabilities of the reserve 
components and determine how the units and personnel of the reserve 
components may best be used to support national security objectives, 
including homeland defense of the United States.

A. MAKING CIvIL SuPPoRT A STATuToRy 
RESPoNSIBILITy

The nature and scope of the Department of Defense’s role in providing 
support to civil authorities have been described in policy. DOD’s Strat-
egy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support recognizes that homeland 
defense and civil support are total force responsibilities, and it directs 
a “focused reliance” on the reserve components for those missions. But 
there is no equivalent statement of DOD’s homeland role in law, and 
Congress has not specifically tasked the Department with its civil sup-
port responsibilities. Policymakers seem reluctant to acknowledge what 
is obvious to almost every expert who has written on the subject or spo-
ken to the Commission: because of its manpower, communications, and 
transportation capabilities, DOD is the only organization that can deal 
with the consequences of a catastrophe incapacitating civilian govern-
ment over a substantial geographic area, such as an attack by a weap-
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on of mass destruction. The 
Commission believes that this 
reluctance to acknowledge re-
ality places the nation at risk.

While DHS will have the re-
sponsibility to coordinate the 
overall federal response in 
most national emergencies, 
DOD must be fully prepared to play a primary role, at the President’s 
request, in restoring order and rendering other assistance in the after-
math of certain catastrophes. To ensure its readiness to perform these 
missions, DOD must be told that it is required to perform these critical 
functions and make advance planning, coordination, and training for 
them a high priority.

Another element not yet written in law is the proper role of the reserve 
components in emergency response activities. Nowhere is specified the 
role that the National Guard and Reserves should play in providing 
homeland civil support, up to and including responding to a major 
catastrophe of the type described above. While civil support is a re-
sponsibility of the total force, it is a mission that the National Guard 
and Reserves are particularly well-suited to performing. National 
guardsmen and reservists live and work in communities throughout 
the country. Their nationwide presence gives them a unique capabil-
ity as well as the knowledge, experience, and relationships needed 
to assist civil authorities effectively in restoring order, protecting the 
public, mitigating damage, and relieving suffering.

B. INTEGRATING THE RESERvE CoMPoNENTS 
INTo HoMELAND oPERATIoNS

The Department of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security 
have not yet acted adequately to integrate DOD and National Guard 
leadership into national preparedness and response planning activities. 
DHS still does not contain a resident National Guard presence suffi-
cient to promote necessary levels of coordination among these two vital 
elements of our national response tool kit. DHS and DOD need to act 
and act quickly to ensure that DOD is ready to respond, particularly to 
catastrophic events, in the homeland.

It also is not clear that the nation’s military capabilities are arrayed ap-
propriately to meet the threats facing the country. The Army Reserve 
contains primarily combat support and combat service support capabili-

DOD is the only organization that 
can deal with the consequences 
of a catastrophe incapacitating 
civilian government over a sub-
stantial geographic area.
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ties that are useful in responding to domestic crises. The Army National 
Guard is structured to provide large formation combat arms capabili-
ties for overseas missions, as well as combat support and combat ser-
vice support capabilities useful at home. Although specific requirements 
for the homeland must be developed before informed decisions can be 
made, it is likely that some rebalancing of forces will be necessary for 
DOD to meet its homeland responsibilities. Because the nation has not 
adequately resourced its forces designated for response to weapons of 
mass destruction, it does not have sufficient trained, ready forces avail-
able. This is an appalling gap that places the nation and its citizens at 
greater risk.

There remain significant continuing challenges associated with U.S. 
Northern Command. The commander of NORTHCOM is responsi-
ble for the planning, exercising, and command and control of Title 10 
(federal) forces in response to a domestic contingency. NORTHCOM 
should focus equally on homeland defense and civil support missions. 
Although DOD agreed in principle with the Commission’s March rec-
ommendation to alter the staffing at NORTHCOM and its component 
commands, and the Secretary of Defense prescribed that “a significant 
percentage” of NORTHCOM’s billets should be filled by National 
Guard and Reserve personnel, U.S. Northern Command has made only 
limited progress toward that goal.

C. BuDGETING AND PRoGRAMMING FoR CIvIL 
SuPPoRT

The National Response Plan; its successor, the National Response 
Framework; and related preparedness efforts have not been translated 
adequately into DOD’s programming and budgeting requirements. As 
we discussed in our March report, the Department of Defense has nei-
ther explicitly programmed and budgeted for civil support missions nor 
adequately equipped the National Guard for its domestic missions, re-
lying on the flawed assumption that they are derivative of its wartime 
missions. In addition, the Department of Homeland Security has not 
demonstrated a commitment to assuming its responsibility as the lead 
agency for identifying the requirements that the Department of Defense 
must meet to adequately perform domestic civil support missions. DOD 
has now agreed, as part of its budget processes, to evaluate civil support 
requirements generated by DHS, but DHS has thus far failed to generate 
those requirements for DOD to evaluate. In the 2008 National Defense 
Authorization Act, Congress requires DHS and DOD to coordinate 
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their programming for civil support. While this constitutes important 
progress, DOD and DHS must demonstrate continuing commitment to 
the successful implementation of this initiative in order for it to fulfill its 
purpose of making the nation and its people safer.

D. PRovIDING GovERNoRS THE AuTHoRITy To 
DIRECT ALL MILITARy FoRCES WITHIN THEIR 
STATE

There is a need to clarify lines of authority 
for military actions in the homeland. The 
foundational tenet of national emergen-
cy management is that problems should 
be solved at the lowest level practicable, 
and most domestic response efforts will 
be managed at the state level or below. 
Unity of command, by which we mean the direction of the efforts of all 
military forces by one government official, is a time-honored principle 
of military doctrine. However, no mechanism has been established to 
permit a governor to direct within his or her state the unified efforts 
of all military forces that are responding to domestic contingencies. In 
a catastrophe, this lack could lead to confusion, wasted efforts, and 
loss of life and property. The Department of Defense disagreed with 
the Commission’s March 1 recommendation to develop protocols that 
allow governors to direct the efforts of federal military assets respond-
ing to an emergency such as a natural disaster, and incorrectly suggest-
ed that such an approach is inconsistent with established law. In fact, 
similar protocols are employed routinely overseas when U.S. forces are 
placed under the command of a foreign commander. The process is 
fully consistent with law and precedent. The President, as commander 
in chief, can assign a task force of active duty forces as a supporting 
command to a state military joint task force while retaining ultimate 
command authority over those federal forces. This decision by the De-
partment to reject the Commission’s recommendation, while offering 
no viable substitute, places the nation at risk of a disjointed federal and 
state military response to a catastrophe.

The Commission believes proposed reforms in this area must

Take advantage of the positioning and expertise of the 
National Guard and Reserves, stationed throughout the 
United States in more than 3,000 communities.

•

There is a need to 
clarify lines of authority 
for military actions in 
the homeland.
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Promote cooperation and proper interrelationships between 
the chief institutions responsible for homeland defense and 
homeland security.

Improve DOD’s ability to bring its resources and capabilities 
to bear efficiently in response to a catastrophe.

Conclusion Two: The Department of Defense must be fully pre-
pared to protect American lives and property in the homeland. 
DoD must improve its capabilities and readiness to play a pri-
mary role in the response to major catastrophes that incapaci-
tate civilian government over a wide geographic area. This is a 
responsibility that is equal in priority to its combat responsibili-
ties. As part of DoD, the National Guard and Reserves should 
play the lead role in supporting the Department of Homeland 
Security, other federal agencies, and states in addressing these 
threats of equal or higher priority.

Recommendations:

2. Congress should codify the Department of Defense’s 
responsibility to provide support for civil authorities. 
This statutory language should include the acknowl-
edgment that responding to natural and man-made 
disasters in the homeland is a core competency of 
DoD, of equal importance to its combat responsi-
bilities. Congress should also clearly state that DoD 
should be prepared to provide the bulk of the re-
sponse to a major catastrophe that incapacitates ci-
vilian government over a substantial geographic area 
and that DoD should initiate the necessary planning, 
training, and coordination for such events.

3. Consistent with DoD’s Strategy for Homeland De-
fense and Civil Support, homeland defense and civil 
support should continue to be total force responsi-
bilities. However, Congress should mandate that the 
National Guard and Reserves have the lead role in 
and form the backbone of DoD operations in the 
homeland. Furthermore, DoD should assign the Na-
tional Guard and Reserves homeland defense and 

•

•
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civil support as a core competency consistent with 
their required warfighting taskings and capabilities.

4. A majority of u.S. Northern Command’s billets, in-
cluding those for its service component commands, 
should be filled by leaders and staff with reserve quali-
fications and credentials. Job descriptions for senior 
leaders and other key positions at NoRTHCoM 
should contain the requirement of significant Reserve 
or National Guard experience or service. In addition, 
either the officer serving in the position of the com-
mander or the officer serving in the position of deputy 
commander of NoRTHCoM should be a National 
Guard or Reserve officer at all times.

5. In accordance with §1815 of the 2008 Nation-
al Defense Authorization Act, the Secretary of 
Homeland Security, with the assistance of the Sec-
retary of Defense, should generate civil support 
requirements, which the Department of Defense will 
be responsible for validating as appropriate. DoD 
should include civil support requirements in its pro-
gramming and budgeting. As part of this effort, DoD 
should determine existing capabilities from all com-
ponents that could fulfill civil support requirements 
and rebalance them where appropriate (consistent 
with their other obligations), shifting capabilities de-
termined to be required for state-controlled response 
to domestic emergencies to the National Guard, and 
shifting capabilities currently resident in the Nation-
al Guard that are not required for its state missions 
but are required for its federal missions either to the 
federal reserve components or to the active duty mili-
tary, as appropriate.

6. The Secretary of Defense should ensure that forces 
identified as rapid responders to domestic catastro-
phes are manned, trained, and equipped to the high-
est levels of readiness.

7. As part of its efforts to develop plans for consequence 
management and support to civil authorities, DoD 
should develop protocols that allow governors to di-
rect the efforts of federal military assets responding 
to an emergency such as a natural disaster. This di-
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rection may be accomplished through the governor’s 
use of a dual-hatted military commander.

8. Congress should amend the mobilization statutes to 
provide service Secretaries the authority to involun-
tarily mobilize federal reserve components for up to 
60 days in a four-month period and up to 120 days in 
a two-year period during or in response to imminent 
natural or man-made disasters, similar to that em-
ployed to mobilize the Coast Guard Reserve under 
14 u.S.C. §712.

III. CREATING A CoNTINuuM oF SERvICE: 
PERSoNNEL MANAGEMENT FoR AN 
INTEGRATED ToTAL FoRCE

DOD’s personnel management strategies and the laws, policies, and 
systems that support them were designed during the middle of the last 
century. They addressed the problems faced by the armed forces after 
World War II, in response to Cold War national security and force struc-
ture issues and to the demographics of the day. The 21st century pres-
ents a completely different set of 
challenges to planners focusing 
on our national security and on 
military manpower. They must 
recruit, train, and maintain a 
technologically advanced force 
in an era that will be charac-
terized by ever-increasing com-
petition for a shrinking pool of 
qualified individuals whose ex-
pectations about career paths and mobility are changing dramatically. 
It is essential that the nation recognize these new strategic and demo-
graphic realities by developing a personnel management strategy for the 
new century and by reforming laws, policies, and systems to implement 
it.

The reserve components’ role in such a new strategy will be key. They 
will provide the flexibility to retain highly trained and skilled personnel 
who desire career mobility. They will remain a repository of increasing-
ly essential skills that can be gained only in the civilian workforce. Their 
service in the operational force will be required in peacetime, and they 

It is essential that the nation 
recognize . . . new strategic and 
demographic realities by devel-
oping a personnel management 
strategy for the new century.
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will continue to provide a cost-effective means of ensuring that strategic 
requirements to meet a large wartime threat are also available.

The phrase “continuum of service” appears frequently in testimony and 
documents, but with little explicit description of what would actually 
constitute such a continuum. As generally understood, a continuum 
of service would facilitate the seamless transition of individual reserv-
ists on and off of active duty to meet mission requirements and would 
permit different levels of participation by the service member over the 
course of a military career. In this report, the Commission makes specif-
ic, concrete recommendations for changes to law and policy required to 
bring into existence a true continuum of service. Two critical enablers 
of an enhanced continuum of service are a reduction in the number of 
reserve duty status categories and the implementation of an integrated 
pay and personnel system. Equally important, however, is an integrated 
personnel management system.

Congress directed the Commission to assess policies and programs for 
achieving operational and personnel readiness, to identify options for 
improving compensation benefits, and to assess those options’ cost- 
effectiveness and foreseeable effects on readiness, recruitment, and re-
tention for the regular and reserve components. Of particular concern 
were health benefits, health insurance, and career development.

The discussion and recommendations that follow provide the founda-
tion of the integrated personnel management system required to meet 
the realities of the 21st century. Proposed reforms must

Ensure that military manning decisions are based on national 
security (including homeland security) requirements, on 
merit, and on capability.

Take advantage of the civilian skills of reserve component 
service members.

Promote military effectiveness by breaking down barriers 
to service that prevent further integration of the active and 
reserve components, while respecting the different ways in 
which each service makes use of its dedicated, professional 
part-time force.

Consider the capabilities that individuals can provide to their 
country over a lifetime, not just for 20 years.

In the case of compensation-related proposals, serve specific 
force management purposes; increase flexibility; provide 
greater simplification; have a demonstrated systemic 

•

•

•

•

•
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benefit; expand choice, volunteerism, and market-based 
compensation; maximize efficiency; improve the transparency 
of the costs of compensation over time; draw on the strengths 
of the private sector; and be fair to service members and their 
families.

Understand and respect the impact of reserve component 
policies and practices on service members and their families, 
on communities, and on employers.

Improve the quality of medical care that reservists and their 
families receive during activation and upon their return to 
civilian life, and enhance individual medical readiness.

A. THE NEED FoR A NEW PERSoNNEL 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGy

The demographics of the available talent pool from which DOD must 
draw in the 21st century will be different in many significant respects 
from those of the baby boomer generation, whose members will be 
retiring in increasing numbers over the next two decades. The services 
will have to compete with the pri-
vate sector for a workforce that 
is growing more slowly and be-
coming older and more diverse. 
In addition, the accelerated pace 
of technological change will con-
tinue to intensify the demand for 
workers who are better educated 
and more highly skilled.

The current movement in the private sector toward more decentral-
ized, less vertically integrated business organizations is expected to be 
accompanied by a shift away from permanent lifetime jobs to more 
fluid and flexible working relationships. U.S. workers are changing jobs 
more frequently and staying in those jobs for shorter periods. Experts 
predict that more flexible, nontraditional working relationships will 
proliferate, a development that will increase the importance of flexible 
and portable benefit packages for workers. For DOD to remain com-
petitive, it will have to institute a personnel management system that 
fosters a true “continuum of service.”

Internal reviews within DOD have highlighted similar concerns. A De-
fense Science Board assessment of its human resources strategy in 2000 

•

•

For DOD to remain competi-
tive, it will have to institute a 
personnel management 
system that fosters a true “con-
tinuum of service.”
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called for a single integrated personnel and logistics system for active 
and reserve components, a pay system that places greater emphasis on 
pay for performance and skills, modification of the “up or out” promo-
tion system, and reform to the retirement system to provide earlier vest-
ing, a 401(k)-type option, benefit portability, and varying service lengths 
and retirement points. In April 2006, the Defense Advisory Committee 
on Military Compensation recommended that changes to the military 
compensation system be based on increasing both the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the compensation system as a force management tool.

In its 2007 Human Capital Strategy, the Department of the Navy rec-
ognized that workforce demographics are changing and that a new gen-
eration of workers expects greater flexibility in their work lives and 
the opportunity for continued professional development. Many of the 
recommendations in this section reflect the work of these and previous 
reviews of force management, dating back to the President’s Commis-
sion on an All-Volunteer Armed Force of 1970 (the Gates Commission). 
There is little question that in the decades ahead, the nation’s military 
will be competing with civilian employers expected to be offering less 
rigidly structured organizations and more flexible and shorter-term re-
lationships with employees. Moreover, it enters this competition at a 
disadvantage: unlike civilian employment, military service entails ac-
cepting the possibility of lengthy family separation, injury, and death. 
Rapid technological change will increase the importance of continuing 
education and training for personnel, and greater personnel mobility 
will increase the value of flexible and portable benefit packages.

Conclusion Three: Current law and policy still reflect a Cold 
War–era vision of the employment of valuable military man-
power assets and do not adequately support an operational 
21st-century force. A new integrated personnel management 
structure is needed to provide trained and ready forces to meet 
mission requirements and to foster a continuum of service for 
the individual service member. 

Recommendation:

9. DoD should develop a personnel management strat-
egy for a modern military workforce that is diverse, 
technologically skilled, and desires flexible career op-
portunities. Key components of this strategy must in-
clude an integrated total force that provides opportu-
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nities for those who choose a civilian career, as well as 
ease of transition between differing service commit-
ments; personnel management policies that promote 
retention of experienced and trained individuals for 
longer reserve or active careers; and maximum use 
at all levels of the skills and abilities acquired from 
civilian experience. Congress must support this strat-
egy with changes to statute where required.

B. TIME-vERSuS CoMPETENCy-BASED 
PRoMoTIoN CRITERIA

DOD’s current “up or out” promotion system was codified in 1947 to 
prevent a superannuated senior officer cohort from hindering military 
effectiveness, a problem observed at the outbreak of World War II. The 
Defense Officer Personnel Management Act of 1980 (DOPMA) and its 
follow-on reserve component coun-
terpart, the Reserve Officer Personnel 
Management Act of 1994 (ROPMA), 
updated the 1947 legislation but re-
tained the up-or-out structure. In re-
cent years, it has been criticized by 
numerous studies and experts as in-
flexible and as a Cold War–era relic.

The up-or-out system under DOPMA is time-based: officers are con-
sidered by selection boards for promotion at certain “time” or years-
of-service points during their careers. If twice non-selected for the next 
highest grade, or failed of selection, the officer is subject to involuntary 
separation or retirement—forced to move “up or out.” Such officers 
may be permitted by a selective continuation board to remain to meet 
service requirements, but they nonetheless bear the stigma of the label 
“failed of selection.”

To remain competitive, officers must punch specific tickets at specific 
points in their careers. This time-based career management system pre-
vents service members from pursuing alternative career paths and penal-
izes their attempts to do so. Up or out instead pushes service members 
out of the force when they are most experienced. A competency-based 
career management system, organized around the mastery of knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities, would encourage more flexible career paths, 
thereby permitting longer assignments, greater opportunity for gradu-
ate education, time-outs for family responsibilities, the lateral entry of 

Up or out . . . pushes ser-
vice members out of the 
force when they are most 
experienced.
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skilled professionals, and longer overall careers. Such changes better 
reflect the new career patterns in the private sector previously discussed 
and offer a framework to foster a true continuum of service.

Under current law and policy, promotion boards rank officers on the 
basis of experience, demonstrated performance, and potential for suc-
cess in the next grade. A competency-based system would rely on those 
same criteria but would use accumulated experience gained through 
assignments, education, and training to determine which officers are 
eligible for promotion. Such a system would allow officers to undertake 
additional or longer assignments or further their education without be-
ing at a disadvantage in relation to their peers. For some communi-
ties, the required skills, timing of promotions, and career length might 
change little from today’s norms. For the combat arms, for example, a 
service might decide that the current framework is optimal because of 
the need for youth and vigor. Similarly, the services might make little 
change in the promotion timing for officers scheduled for a command/
leadership track.

To prevent stagnation, competency would need to be demonstrated 
for officers to continue in service as well as to be promoted—in other 
words, “perform or out” in lieu of up or out. Their continuation would 
be determined by their continued employability by commands or agen-
cies seeking their services.

Transitioning to a competency-based system would also facilitate the 
development of a single personnel management system, which is es-
sential to the effective management of an integrated 21st-century total 
force.

Recommendations:

10. DoD, with support from Congress, should imple-
ment a more flexible promotion system based on 
the achievement of competencies (knowledge, skills, 
and abilities, or KSAs); under this new system, the 
timing of and opportunities for promotion should 
vary by competitive category (career field), depend-
ing on service requirements.

11. The Defense officer Personnel Management Act 
(DoPMA) and the Reserve officer Personnel Man-
agement Act (RoPMA) should, over time, be merged 
into a single system, modified to base advancement 
on achievement of competencies—including compe-
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tencies acquired through civilian employment and 
education as well as military experience. To facili-
tate the transition, Congress should amend current 
statutes to create a single type of commission in lieu 
of the current regular and reserve commissions, con-
sistent with the elimination of the use of reserve des-
ignations for personnel and units (see Recommenda-
tion #85).

C. JoINT DuTy ExPERIENCES, JoINT EDuCATIoN, 
AND ENHANCING THE CAPABILITIES oF FLAG 
AND GENERAL oFFICERS

The imperative to employ the reserve components as a portion of our 
nation’s operational forces is not limited to deploying units but must 
also include reserve component leadership serving in integrated joint 
and service headquarters. The total force integration required for ef-
fective operational employment can best be achieved by ensuring that 
experts in reserve matters are serv-
ing in staff and decision-making po-
sitions at all levels. It is clear that 
future reserve component officers, 
with both military experience ac-
quired in the operational reserve 
and civilian skills gained from a va-
riety of experiences that cannot be 
duplicated in the full-time military 
force, will be qualified and desirable 
for senior leadership positions. But to date, both statutes and policies 
regarding joint qualifications, joint education, and opportunities for 
joint experience have been major obstacles to taking advantage of the 
considerable pool of talent resident in the reserve components.

The Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 
1986 did not, for the most part, include the reserve components. Though 
the act mandated that the Secretary of Defense establish policies “simi-
lar” to the active component’s for governing reserve component joint ed-
ucation and experience, it contained no provisions requiring that reserve 
officers ever obtain joint qualification. Indeed, DOD did not even act on 
establishing similar policies for two decades after receiving Congress’s 
direction to do so, and there is still no requirement for reserve component 
officers to be joint qualified. The systems put in place to offer such quali-

 . . . total force integration 
. . . can best be achieved 
by ensuring that experts in 
reserve matters are serving 
in staff and decision-making 
positions at all levels.
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fications to reservists are so new that they cannot be fairly assessed at this 
time, but some early reports on their implementation are not favorable.

Until reserve officers are held to the same standards as their active 
component peers and are required to obtain joint experience, educa-
tion, and qualification to achieve promotion to senior ranks, the armed 
forces will not be able to take full advantage of the unique skills and 
experiences that these professionals possess and will not achieve the in-
tegration essential for the most effective employment of an operational 
reserve. The recommendations that follow address these disparities.

Recommendations:

12. Congress should amend the Goldwater-Nichols Act 
to require reserve component officers to be designated 
as “joint qualified” (under the new joint qualification 
system, effective october 1, 2007) and, at the end of a 
10-year transition period, to make joint qualification 
a criterion for promotion to flag and general officer 
rank. Congress should mandate that the services de-
velop an action plan and milestones and report regu-
larly to Congress on progress made to accomplish this 
goal.

a. To provide an incentive for early attainment of 
joint service qualification, service Secretaries 
should charge their reserve promotion boards se-
lecting officers for the rank of colonel or Navy 
captain in the reserves to assign additional promo-
tion weight to those officers who have achieved 
full joint education, have served in joint duty as-
signments, or are recognized as joint qualified.

b. Each service should integrate the management of 
its active and reserve component service members 
to better administer its military personnel and en-
sure that all members are afforded the joint duty 
and educational opportunities necessary for pro-
motion to senior ranks.

13.  For the next five years, DoD should annually increase 
the number of fully funded slots allocated to reserve 
component officers at the National Defense univer-
sity, service war colleges, and the 10-week Joint Pro-
fessional Military Education II in-residence course to 
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foster greater interaction between active and reserve 
component students and to increase the number of 
educationally qualified reserve officers. DoD should 
direct senior service schools to adjust the curricula 
and requirements in their distance learning programs 
to include material that will satisfy JPME II require-
ments for joint qualifications, as they have done for 
their in-residence courses.

a. Capitalizing on technology, Advanced Joint Pro-
fessional Military Education should be redesigned 
to provide formats that encourage active and re-
serve component participation from all services in 
a manner that satisfies course objectives, affords 
social interaction, and values the individual ser-
vice members’ time and other obligations.

b. Active component officers should be permitted to 
attend and receive full credit for AJPME, and the 
course should be viewed as equivalent to the Joint 
and Combined Warfighting School.

c. DoD should require that all reserve component 
officers selected for general or flag officer rank at-
tend CAPSToNE; the services should provide full 
funding for this effort, and the school should have 
sufficient capacity to accommodate these officers 
without significant delay.

14. DoD should establish programs to provide reserve 
component enlisted members with joint duty and 
JPME opportunities comparable to programs avail-
able to their active duty counterparts.

15. JPME-related courses offered as part of all levels 
of service professional military education, includ-
ing service academies and RoTC programs, should 
contain significantly more material on reserve com-
ponent organizations and capabilities to increase the 
understanding of, and appreciation for, the skills and 
background of reserve component service members.

16. For both active and reserve component officers, cri-
teria for granting joint duty experience credit should 
be flexible enough to allow for a qualitative assess-
ment of proficiency based on knowledge, skills, and 
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abilities in joint matters, not on inflexible time-based 
requirements. Congress should expand the statutory 
definitions of joint matters to incorporate service in-
volving armed forces in operations, including support 
to civil authorities, with state and local agencies.

17. DoD should list all manpower billets in joint orga-
nizations in a single manpower document. As part 
of this change, DoD should review all positions 
thoroughly and identify the essential skills or special 
background qualifications required or desired for 
each. To develop a pool of reserve component of-
ficers with the range of professional and joint experi-
ence required for selection to senior ranks,

a. DoD and the military services should develop a 
program that enables reserve component mem-
bers to become fully joint qualified after rotating 
through the following assignments: serving over 
a period of years in a drilling status, serving on 
active duty for training in select joint billets, com-
pleting JPME either in residence or by distance 
learning, and, finally, serving a year on active duty 
in a joint designated billet. This program would 
allow reservists acting as individual augmentees 
to serve in a predictable manner and provide 
them joint qualification while supporting the op-
erational needs of the Joint Staff and combatant 
commanders. To ensure that the best qualified of-
ficers are able to participate in this program, re-
imbursement of travel expenses for those selected 
should be mandated (see Recommendation #53).

b. Congress should amend the Goldwater-Nichols 
Act to require that the level of reserve component 
officer representation in service headquarters and 
joint organizations, including combatant com-
mands and the Joint Staff, be commensurate with 
the significant role that reserve components play 
in DoD’s overall missions.

c. The Secretary of Defense should require that Na-
tional Guard or Reserve officers on tours of active 
duty serve as director, deputy director, or division 
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chief within each joint directorate on the Joint 
Staff and at the combatant commands.

18. In order to provide an incentive to the services to in-
crease the number of billets available to reserve com-
ponent general and flag officers, Congress should al-
low the services to assign reserve component general 
and flag officers to billets currently filled by active 
component officers by waiving up to 10 percent of 
the current statutory limitation (877) on the number 
of active component general and flag officers on a 
one-for-one basis, and sunsetting this additional head 
space at the end of 5 or 10 years. Priority should 
be given to assignment in joint positions. Congress 
should require DoD to report annually on the num-
ber of reserve component general and flag officers 
serving (1) in joint duty positions and (2) in posi-
tions of importance and responsibility. Following the 
sunset, Congress should reconsider the number of 
Chairman’s exempt positions, taking into account the 
number of reserve general and flag officers who have 
successfully served in joint tours during this time.

D. TRACKING CIvILIAN SKILL AND  
EMPLoyER DATA

Civilian skills are a reserve component core competency, but DOD has 
done little to harness these skills. DOD’s Civilian Employment Informa-
tion (CEI) database is not an effective tool in this regard, in part because 
it does not capture updated employment information and because the 
way it records civilian skills data is not standardized for practical use.

By contrast, some U.S. allies around the world have developed reserve 
programs that track and to varying degrees utilize the civilian skills of 
their reserve military personnel. Such programs enable them to main-
tain a reserve force of personnel who are highly trained and experienced 
in their civilian and military specialization. In addition, some allies are 
collaborating with employers to develop military training programs fo-
cused on skills specific to both the military and civilian occupations of 
their reservist employees, thereby providing not only highly qualified 
reserve military members for the government but also highly qualified 
civilian employees for employers.
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A robust civilian skills database that tracks, in standardized format, 
comprehensive education, training, and experience data on reservists 
would be a valuable tool for commanders seeking to fulfill mission re-
quirements.

Recommendations:

19. DoD should develop a standardized system for de-
veloping and maintaining a “civilian skills database” 
that is consistent with standardized database formats, 
such as that used by NATo, to allow worldwide in-
teroperability.

20. Congress should direct DoD to revalidate the cur-
rent civilian employer database annually, to require 
service members to update the information in this 
database annually, and to expand the database to in-
clude résumé-type narrative information.

E. AN INTEGRATED PAy AND PERSoNNEL SySTEM
The military has a long history of problems with the administration of 
personnel and pay and its associated information technology. The cur-
rent automated systems are neither joint, integrated, nor standardized 
across the military components, and the resulting deficiencies include 
incorrect pay, low data quality, multiple personnel files and records, 
and inaccurate accounting of credit for service. The Defense Integrated 
Military Human Resources System (DIMHRS) is the Department of 
Defense’s solution to existing personnel and pay problems. It is a Web-
based human resource system, integrating personnel and pay and de-
signed to ensure that timely and accurate compensation, benefits, and 
entitlements are afforded to all military personnel throughout their ca-
reers and in their retirement.

The manpower management systems and processes in place today are 
crude tools that have evolved over decades of applying Cold War ad-
ministrative policies and procedures. Many service members reported 
to the Commission that these systems routinely raise unreasonable ob-
stacles to transitions between military jobs, cause loss of entitlements 
such as leave, and engender a reluctance to volunteer for service. These 
systems hinder the services from fully utilizing the talents of the avail-
able manpower pool. Initiated more than a decade ago, DIMHRS has 
struggled with numerous delays, a lack of accountability, increased 
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costs, and mismanagement; the system remains controversial within 
some of the services.

The future human resource system must be a “continuum of service 
system” that enables a trouble-free, easy transition between active and 
reserve statuses. Movement between the active component and reserve 
component will be based on the needs of the service and the availability 
of the individual member to support existing requirements. To make 
these transitions seamless, the “on-ramp” and “off-ramp” procedures 
must be smooth. The Defense Department is in critical need of an in-
tegrated pay and personnel system capability, whether a single system 
such as DIMHRS or multiple systems as part of a larger enterprise ar-
chitecture, that enables an easy transition between active and reserve 
service, accurately records critical information regarding a member’s 
service, and provides timely pay and benefits.

Recommendation:

21. DoD should implement a combined pay and person-
nel system as soon as possible to rectify the inadequa-
cies in today’s legacy systems. Further, this implemen-
tation, together with the reduction and simplification 
of duty statuses and duty categories (see Recommen-
dation #22), should receive immediate attention at the 
highest levels of DoD leadership. Whether DoD es-
tablishes a single system or multiple systems as part of 
a larger enterprise architecture, the military personnel 
and pay system must be streamlined and made more 
efficient. It must provide better service to military per-
sonnel and their families, including accurate records 
of service and timely and error-free delivery of com-
pensation, benefits, and entitlements.

F. DuTy STATuS REFoRM
A complicated framework of laws, policies, and rules developed through 
the decades since 1916 has resulted in the current byzantine duty sta-
tus structure. Today’s 29 duty statuses are confusing and frustrating to 
both reserve component members and their operational commanders. 
Service members may encounter pay and benefit problems, including 
in health care eligibility for their family members, when they transition 
between one or more duty status categories. Commanders may experi-
ence similar frustration when seeking to access, in a timely manner, 
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reserve component members needed 
to meet operational requirements. 
The current operational use of the 
reserve component demands sim-
plicity, compatibility, and adminis-
trative clarity to meet training and 
mission requirements and to pro-
mote a continuum of service. Under 
a simplified system, reserve compo-
nent members, whether in a Title 10 or Title 32 status, should either 
be on duty or off duty. (This new system would not alter the nature of 
National Guard service in state active duty.)

One sticking point in previous attempts to simplify duty status catego-
ries has been the difference between the pay and allowances received 
when the reserve component member is either activated or in an active 
duty training status and the pay received for two drills per day when 
the member is in an inactive duty training status. In recommending a re-
duction to two duty statuses, the Commission recognizes the continued 
salience of this issue, which would benefit from additional analysis, and 
offers a possible approach to deal with it in the full report.

Recommendations:

22. DoD should reduce the number of duty statuses from 
the current 29 to 2: on (active) duty and off (active) 
duty. All reserve duty will be considered active duty, 
with appropriate pay and other compensation. The 48 
drills should be replaced with 24 days of active duty. A 
day’s pay should be provided for a day’s work without 
reducing compensation for current service members. 
The system should be sufficiently flexible to deal with 
service-specific training requirements.

23. During the transition to two duty statuses, DoD 
should uncouple existing statuses from pay and oth-
er compensation, substantially reduce the number of 
duty statuses, and standardize them across the services 
for ease of understanding and use.

24. DoD should develop a plan to implement these 
changes within two years of this report, and should 
complete their implementation within five years of 
the report’s issuance.

Under a simplified system, 
reserve component mem-
bers, whether in a Title 10 or 
Title 32 status, should either 
be on duty or off duty.
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The Operational Support Manpower Accounting Category
Each year Congress prescribes both active and reserve component end 
strengths. Following September 11, 2001, the active duty force needed 
more assistance from reserve component members. Those who served 
temporarily on active duty were not counted against active duty end 
strength, provided that they served for 179 days or less. Once they 
passed the 180-day threshold, however, they counted against active 
duty end strength and active duty grade tables.

In 2004 Congress created, at DOD’s re-
quest, a new category for counting re-
serve component strength called active 
duty for operational support (ADOS). 
It is composed of reserve component 
members who volunteer for active duty 
for operational support missions. Those 
who are on voluntary active duty pro-
viding operational support can remain 
on active duty for up to three years, or 
for three years cumulatively over a four-
year period, without being counted against active duty end strength. 
Congress tasked the Commission to assess DOD’s implementation plan 
for the ADOS category. The Commission notes that DOD has success-
fully implemented a plan to manage the active duty for operational 
support category, but does not believe it to be an effective force man-
agement tool.

To avoid problems with end strength authorization, some are seeking 
to remove the current three-out-of-four-years restriction on reserve 
component personnel serving in the ADOS category. The Commission 
believes that there are better alternatives, such as transitioning those 
ADOS billets to active duty, career civilian, or contractor billets.

Further, the Commission believes that managing forces by end strengths 
is inefficient and makes it necessary to create workarounds to remain 
within prescribed levels, as the ADOS manpower accounting category 
itself illustrates. By contrast, Congress recognized the inefficiencies in-
herent in managing by end strength for DOD civilians and eliminated 
such management in 10 U.S.C. §129.

The Commission concludes that the operational support (ADOS) cate-
gory is not an effective force management tool and could be phased out 
if duty statuses were simplified and if there were less emphasis placed 
on managing the U.S. military through authorized end strengths.

 . . . the Commission 
believes that managing 
forces by end strengths 
is inefficient and makes 
it necessary to create 
workarounds.
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Recommendations:

25. As a part of the process of simplifying duty status 
categories, Congress should phase out the ADoS cat-
egory and designate long-term billets as either active 
duty or civilian or as part of a program that rotates 
reserve members on full-time active duty tours. Such 
a program would benefit both the reservists, to whom 
it would provide career-broadening experience, and 
DoD, which would take advantage of the unique tal-
ents and experience within the reserve component.

26. Congress should cease to manage DoD manpower 
levels by using authorized end strengths. DoD should 
budget for—and Congress should fund—personnel, 
active and reserve, based on requirements and need-
ed capabilities.

G. AN INTEGRATED RETIREMENT SySTEM
Today’s non-disability retirement systems for both the active and re-
serve components were designed shortly after World War II for a Cold 
War–era force that relied on a draft. At that time very few inductees 
remained in uniform past their initial term of service, and the retirement 
benefit was intended to meet the needs of the relatively small propor-
tion of service members who served a full 20-year career. The military 
offers very generous retirement benefits immediately upon separation to 
career service members in the active component, a comparable benefit 
received at age 60 by career service members in the reserve components, 
and no retirement benefits at all for non-disabled service members who 
serve for less than 20 years. Thus the increasingly integrated active and 
reserve components have two separate retirement systems. They are 
based almost entirely on the age when a service member receives his 
or her retirement annuity, with 20-year “cliff” vesting that excludes 
85 percent of active duty enlisted personnel and 53 percent of officers 
from receiving any non-disability retirement benefits. Only 24 percent 
of reservists serve long enough to be eligible for 20-year retirement. 
Numerous studies undertaken since the inception of the all-volunteer 
force have recommended major modifications to the system, such as 
earlier vesting and deferred receipt of the annuity. The commission that 
recommended the creation of the all-volunteer force, the Gates Com-
mission, in fact suggested that for such a force, earlier vesting was more 
appropriate than 20-year cliff vesting.
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Reliance on deferred benefits, such as retirement pay, is costly and an 
inefficient force management tool. As discussed elsewhere in this report, 
manpower is becoming increasingly unaffordable. Under the current 
system, many service members retire soon after they reach the 20-year 
point. As the Gates Commission noted in its 1970 report, many of those 
who retire early are individuals with the best salary and employment 
opportunities in the civilian sector and thus are “precisely the individu-
als the services would like to retain longer.” The current system should 
be modified to provide for earlier 
vesting, government contributions 
to the Thrift Savings Plan in a man-
ner similar to the Federal Employee 
Retirement System, and retention 
incentives at critical career points. 
Such a change would improve force 
management and provide greater 
equity, particularly to enlisted mem-
bers who seldom become eligible for 
any non-disability benefits. In addition, a single system for both active 
and reserve component members would foster a continuum of service, 
as envisioned in other changes recommended by the Commission. All 
current service members should be grandfathered under the existing 
scheme but offered the opportunity to switch to the new one.

In short, the military retirement system, for both the active and reserve 
components, is in need of deep, systemic reform.

Recommendations:

27. Congress should amend laws to place the active and 
reserve components into the same retirement system. 
Current service members should be grandfathered 
under the existing system but offered the option of 
converting to the new one; a five-year transition pe-
riod should be provided for new entrants, during 
which time they could opt for either the new or the 
old plan.

28. Congress should set the age for receipt of a military 
retirement annuity at 62 for service members who 
serve for at least 10 years, 60 for members who serve 
for at least 20 years, and 57 for members who serve 
for at least 30 years. Those who wish to receive their 
annuity at an earlier age should be eligible to do so, 

 . . . the military retirement 
system, for both the active 
and reserve components, is 
in need of deep, systemic 
reform.
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but the annuity should be reduced 5 percent for each 
year the recipient is under the statutory minimum re-
tirement age (consistent with the Federal Employees 
Retirement System). For reserve component mem-
bers, retired pay would continue to be calculated on 
the number of creditable retirement years, based on 
earning at least 50 retirement points per creditable 
year.

a. Congress should expand current statutory au-
thority to permit all service members to receive 
up to 5 percent of annual basic pay in matching 
government contributions to the Thrift Savings 
Plan; the government’s contribution would vest at 
10 years of service, and the Thrift Savings Plan 
benefit would be portable and thus capable of be-
ing rolled over into a civilian 401(k) account.

b. Congress should pass laws providing that the mil-
itary retirement system allow some portion of its 
benefits to be vested at 10 years of service.

c. As part of the reformed retirement system, reten-
tion would be encouraged by making service mem-
bers eligible to receive “gate pay” at pivotal years 
of service. Such pay would come in the form of a 
bonus equal to a percentage of annual basic pay at 
the end of the year of service, at the discretion of 
the services.

d. As part of the reformed retirement system, service 
members who are vested would receive separation 
pay based on the number of years served and their 
pay grade when they complete their service.

Iv. DEvELoPING A READy, CAPABLE, AND 
AvAILABLE oPERATIoNAL RESERvE

Readiness is a key determinant in the ability of the reserve components 
to achieve their roles and missions, and therefore is closely monitored. 
Congress tasked the Commission to assess how effectively the organi-
zation and funding structures of the National Guard and Reserves are 
achieving operational and personnel readiness. An operational reserve 
component requires a higher standard of readiness than does today’s 
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Ready Reserve, for a greater duration, with less time to achieve readi-
ness goals between deployments. If the reserve components are to sus-
tain this standard of readiness, the services must change their policies, 
budgets, and planning. Traditionally, readiness has three components: 
personnel, training, and equipment. In addition, individual medical 
readiness and the type and amount of full-time support are important 
factors in reserve component readiness. Readiness requirements vary 
by service and, within each service, by a unit’s progression through the 
applicable appropriate force generation model.

The readiness of units and of individuals varies greatly among the servic-
es, and the differences relate largely to funding. The services are encoun-
tering difficulties in funding the readi-
ness of both their active and reserve 
components. The Department of De-
fense exerts great effort in developing 
requirements and justifying budget 
requests for thousands of service pro-
grams. However, it does not program 
or budget to meet the needs of a ready, 
capable, and available operational re-
serve, including the funding required 
for individual medical readiness, full-time support, and homeland mis-
sions.

In addition, DOD does little or nothing to measure the output of its pro-
grams in their year of execution. DOD measures programs against their 
spending plans; thus, it considers them successful when 100 percent of 
funds are fully obligated at fiscal year-end. This approach provides no 
mechanism for assessing the cost-effectiveness or value of a particular 
program or its effect on the readiness of the force.

Finally, the readiness of reserve forces is useful only as long as the ser-
vices have assured access to all of the reserve components, and can 
draw on the resources invested in their reserve components to accom-
plish assigned missions.

The Department of 
Defense . . . does not 
program or budget to 
meet the needs of a ready, 
capable, and available 
operational reserve.
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Conclusion Four: The reserve components have responded to 
the call for service. Despite shortages in equipment, training, 
and personnel they have once again proven their essential con-
tribution to meeting national security requirements in a time of 
need. To sustain their service for the duration of the global war 
on terror will require maintaining the force at a new standard 
of readiness. Current policies cannot accomplish this task. A 
ready, capable, and accessible operational reserve will require 
an enduring commitment to invest in the readiness of the re-
serve components. This commitment will necessitate service in-
tegration, additional resources, and new constructs for employ-
ing the reserve components and for assessing readiness. 

Recommendations:

29. The services should budget for, and Congress annu-
ally should authorize, the amount of funding neces-
sary to support the operational portion of the reserve 
components, ensuring that their budget requests are 
sufficient to meet their readiness requirements for 
overseas and homeland missions, including for indi-
vidual medical readiness and full-time support.

30. The Secretary of Defense should mandate that fu-
ture programming decisions and budget requests be 
linked to the delivery of desired outcomes, conveyed 
in budget justification material in a manner that 
clearly delineates funding for reserve programs.

31. Senior leaders at service headquarters and large 
commands must be held accountable for the readi-
ness and performance of Reserve and National 
Guard units within their purview. These responsi-
bilities must be reflected in job descriptions and per-
formance appraisals.

Readiness Reporting
The service Secretary and Chief of each service are responsible for the 
readiness of both their active and reserve components. All too often, 
the Commission has found this statutory responsibility to be so diluted 
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through delegation that those with Title 10 responsibility for reserve 
component readiness do not monitor and report on that readiness.

Complicating any effort to assess the readiness of the reserve compo-
nents is the lack of uniform reporting standards among the services. 
Moreover, their reports do not include information on full-time man-
ning levels, on individual medical readiness, or on the readiness of the 
National Guard and Reserves to perform homeland missions.

Recommendations:

32. Readiness reporting systems should be expanded to 
encompass full-time support and individual medi-
cal readiness. The readiness reporting system should 
also identify individual and unit readiness to perform 
the full spectrum of missions, including support to 
civil authorities.

33. The Secretary of Defense should mandate that a 
common readiness reporting system include report-
ing on all data needed to determine readiness of units 
and allow full access to underlying data on person-
nel, equipment, and training. The system should be 
managed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to assist the 
Chairman in the Chairman’s statutory requirement 
to report on readiness and should include both active 
and reserve component data, thereby precluding any 
need to transfer data on reservists.

A. PERSoNNEL
The personnel readiness of reserve component units is a measure of the 
number of personnel in each unit, the individual qualifications of the 
service members, and the distribution of leaders. The services have 
testified before the Commission as to ongoing shortages of junior and 
mid-grade officers in both the active and reserve components. There 
are also persistent shortages of individuals in certain “high-demand/
low-density” skill categories, while certain skills are overrepresented 
in the reserve components. The impact of the current operational tem-
po on personnel readiness has been mitigated through force-shaping 
programs such as the use of recruitment and retention bonuses, ad-
vanced promotions, and the cross-leveling of units to obtain qualified 
personnel. However, these policies do not provide a sustainable basis 
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for maintaining the personnel 
readiness of the reserve compo-
nents as part of an integrated 
total force that promotes a con-
tinuum of service. (Recommen-
dations on attracting, managing, 
and supporting personnel appear 
in sections III and V.)

B. INDIvIDuAL MEDICAL READINESS
Although not included in the existing readiness rating system, two ad-
ditional personnel factors are critical to the personnel readiness of the 
reserve components: individual medical readiness and full-time sup-
port. DOD sets a service-wide goal of 75 percent for individual medical 
readiness. Five of the seven reserve components are not satisfactorily 
meeting DOD medical readiness standards.

Recommendation:

34. Ensuring individual medical readiness is a corporate 
responsibility of the Department of Defense. The As-
sistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs should 
create an account in the Defense Health Program 
for the reserve components to meet the individual 
medical readiness (IMR) requirements that it has es-
tablished, and then hold individuals and their unit 
commanders responsible for maintaining individual 
medical readiness standards.

a. DoD should provide annual dental screening at 
no cost to service members.

b. To encourage reservists to maintain dental readi-
ness, Congress should, for the member only, re-
duce the out-of-pocket costs for restorative dental 
care (currently 20–50 percent) under the TRI-
CARE Dental Program.

c. All services should adopt a policy of requiring ser-
vice members to be medically ready at the time 
they complete annual training requirements.

d. Commanders of all National Guard and Reserve 
units should be held responsible for the individual 

Complicating any effort to 
assess the readiness of the 
reserve components is the lack 
of uniform reporting standards 
among the services.
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medical readiness of their unit, and reserve com-
ponent members should have appropriate incen-
tives to meet IMR standards.

 Congress should authorize that service Secretar-
ies may provide members of the Ready Reserve any 
medical and dental screening and care that is neces-
sary to ensure that the member meets the applicable 
medical and dental standards for deployment. To 
provide such screening and care, service Secretaries 
should be authorized to use any available funds ap-
propriated for the operations and maintenance for 
the reserve components involved.

C. FuLL-TIME SuPPoRT
Adequate full-time support is essential for reserve component unit read-
iness, training, administration, logistics, family assistance, and mainte-
nance. The effective performance of such functions correlates directly 
to a unit’s readiness to deploy.

In the Army, funding for full-time support has not been sufficient. In 
fact, the Army does not have a reliable process for determining full-time 
support requirements in its reserve components. But it is clear that in 
particular, small units (equivalent to company-size and below) have not 
received adequate FTS personnel. The provision of full-time support 
is an opportunity for the Army to more 
fully integrate its active and reserve com-
ponents into a total force.

The full-time support programs in the 
reserve components of the Navy, Ma-
rine Corps, and Air Force promote the 
achievement of total force readiness and 
one standard. The Marine Corps and Navy programs could, however, do 
more to increase interaction between the active and reserve component.

Recommendations:

35. All reserve component full-time support personnel 
must be the best-qualified individuals, selected for 
these billets on the basis of their knowledge, skills, 
and abilities to fulfill unit full-time support needs, 
including needs for training and certification for de-

In the Army, funding for 
full-time support has 
not been sufficient.
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ployment. To support a competitive career path they 
must be required to serve in periodic tours with the 
active component, in operational forces, or in total 
force assignments at joint or service-level headquar-
ters.

36. Congress, with input from the Department of De-
fense, should adopt a new model to provide full-time 
support to the Army reserve components as part of 
an overall program to improve their military effec-
tiveness and to more fully integrate the Army and its 
components into a total force. This program should 
have the following elements:

a. on an expedited basis, the Army should com-
plete a baseline review—that is, a full manpower 
review, down to the lowest level—to determine 
the full-time support requirements for the reserve 
components as part of an operational force, in-
cluding those requirements related to DoD’s 
homeland defense and civil support missions.

b. DoD should program and budget, and Congress 
should fully fund by fiscal year 2010, the Army’s 
identified full-time support requirement. The Sec-
retary of the Army should also seek to generate 
additional military manpower for this purpose, in-
cluding through military-to-civilian conversions.

c. The Army should replace all Army Reserve Active 
Guard and Reserve (AGR) personnel with active 
component soldiers with recent operational ex-
perience serving rotational tours. The transition 
should take place gradually, in phases, to ensure 
that the careers of currently serving AGR Army 
reservists are protected.

d. Military full-time support for the Army National 
Guard should be a mix of active component sol-
diers and AGR soldiers. Active component soldiers 
serving in Guard FTS positions should have recent 
operational experience and serve in rotational as-
signments of defined duration, under the control of 
the governor, and be dual-hatted, serving in Title 
10 status and in the state’s National Guard.
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37. The Secretary of the Army should prescribe that all 
military technicians in the Army’s reserve compo-
nents be assigned to the same organization in both 
their military and civilian capacities at all times, that 
they be required to maintain full qualification in both 
their military and civilian capacities, that they deploy 
with the organization to which they are assigned, and 
that such technicians who lose their military qualifi-
cations shall be either reassigned to non-deploying 
civilian positions or separated in accordance with es-
tablished civilian personnel procedures.

38. The Marine Corps Active Reserve program should 
be merged into the active component with no loss to 
the Marine Corps Reserve in total full-time support 
billets. This merger should be completed in phases to 
protect the careers of marines currently serving in the 
Active Reserve.

39. The Navy Reserve’s FTS program should be replaced 
with a program that provides active component full-
time support to reserves with no loss in the number 
of billets that support the reserve component. The 
transition to active component FTS for the Navy 
should take place in phases to protect the careers of 
currently serving FTS Navy reservists.

D. TRAINING
The reserve components have minimum training requirements defined 
in law that equate to approximately two days per month plus two 
weeks of annual training. In addition, some service members perform 
individual training and qualifications. Each reserve component trains 
its personnel differently, but all currently report unmet training needs. 
This problem is rooted in the additional training requirements gener-
ated from consolidation and transformation initiatives, as well as in 
wartime requirements that have combined to create unaddressed needs 
for increased training capacity. During their long wait to be trained, 
reservists are not available to fully engage in unit activities.

An operational reserve will require additional training resources to 
achieve necessary readiness levels for three reasons. First, an operational 
reserve will be expected to be ready to deploy under a “train, mobilize, 
deploy” model. As a result, most individuals and units will be required 
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to train more than the traditional 39 
days per year in order to meet stan-
dards established by the services’ 
force generation models. The Army 
National Guard and Army Reserve 
will need to certify the readiness of 
their units at home stations. Army 
officials responsible for certification must be engaged before activation 
to avoid repeated checks at post-mobilization training sites. Post-mobi-
lization training must be efficient and focused solely on theater-specific 
requirements in order to maximize the “boots on the ground” time of 
deployment within the limited period of activation. Reserve component 
training will require greater planning and coordination with the active 
component. Current Army reserve component training programs are 
inadequate to meet the needs of this operational force construct.

Recommendations:

40. The Secretary of Defense should ensure that train-
ing institutions and facilities are resourced to meet 
the needs of the total force. In particular, institutions 
should be able to meet the current training needs of 
reserve component personnel, whether the courses 
they offer are resident, nonresident, or distance learn-
ing tailored to the reserve components. The service 
Secretaries should ensure that the school training sys-
tem provides sufficient access to seats for members in 
its active and reserve components to meet total force 
training requirements, and should further integrate 
the system as necessary to achieve that goal.

a. Each service should reassess the number of training 
and administrative days that reserve component 
units and members will need prior to activation. 
The services should fund and implement policies 
to undertake more pre-mobilization training and 
to focus training on mission requirements.

b. The services should disclose fully to all prospective 
members of units the expected number of training 
days required annually to participate successfully 
in that unit. Annual training requirements beyond 
the traditional 39 days per year should be based 
on unit needs and accomplished by clear mutual 

An operational reserve will 
require additional training 
resources to achieve nec-
essary readiness levels.
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agreement with the individual service member re-
garding his or her minimum obligation.

c. Training equipment must be sufficient to give ser-
vice members regular access to modern warfight-
ing equipment so that they can train, and can de-
velop and maintain proficiency, on the same type 
of equipment with which they will be deployed 
and fight.

41. To effectively implement a “train, mobilize, deploy” 
model, the Secretary of the Army should direct that 
pre-deployment training is programmed for and that 
reserve component units are certified ready to the 
company level. This certified training should ensure 
that units arrive at mobilization stations without the 
need to be recertified and are ready to perform theater- 
specific training.

E. EquIPMENT AND SuPPLIES
Congress tasked the Commission to assess the adequacy of funding for 
National Guard and Reserve equipment. The high operational use of 
reserve equipment in the current conflicts has degraded their readiness 
for both combat operations and domestic emergency response. Such 
degradation, added to the low priority historically given to reserve com-
ponent requirements and such practices as passing down older, obsolete 
equipment from the active to the reserve components, has generated 
equipment deficiencies.

Existing equipping strategies and budgets for equipment are inadequate 
to sustain an operational reserve. DOD reports show a $48 billion un-
funded shortfall for reserve component equipping at the beginning of 
fiscal year 2007. This figure does not include the projected costs of 
adequately equipping reserve forces to meet the requirements of the 
Army Force Generation Model or to prepare adequately for respond-
ing to catastrophes. Many reserve component units in the Army con-
tinue to have non-deployable substitute equipment. The Army’s plans 
to modernize and equip its reserve components are unrealistic in light 
of plans to increase active component end strength, prior unfulfilled 
plans to equip its reserve components, and requirements associated 
with transformation initiatives. Too often Army materiel development, 
acquisition, and modernization programs, as well as multiyear procure-
ment contracts, do not integrate reserve component requirements. For 
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example, the Army has not programmed to provide the Army National 
Guard with its multi-billion-dollar Future Combat System (FCS), its 
main transformation initiative.

The Army has funded or programmed 
nearly $47 billion for reserve compo-
nent equipment between 2005 and 
2013. Yet current Army plans and 
budgets for equipment will not re-
store readiness and attain the goal of 
fully manning, training, and equip-
ping its units until 2019. The current 
strategies of equipping just prior to 
deployment and cross-leveling equipment between units will likely con-
tinue for some time. The Commission believes that this target date of 
2019 delays the restoration of equipment readiness for too long and in-
creases the likelihood the Army’s plan will not be realized. The goal of 
fully equipping the Army reserve components should be reached much 
sooner, with particular emphasis on rapidly procuring critical dual-use 
(CDU) equipment.

The Army National Guard has identified a funding shortage for critical 
dual-use items needed for both warfighting and domestic emergency re-
sponse. As noted above, the Department of Defense does not explicitly 
budget and program for civil support missions, and the Department of 
Homeland Security has not identified the requirements that DOD must 
meet to adequately perform domestic civil support missions.

Equipment readiness is a matter not just of adequate funding but also 
of ensuring oversight of funding allocations. It is extremely difficult 
to track reserve component equipment from its appearance in budget 
documents to its delivery. DOD officials responsible for performing this 
function can provide only estimates, not accurate assessments of prog-
ress in efforts to eliminate shortfalls in reserve component equipment 
levels.

The challenge for the reserve components in equipment funding is track-
ing the money from the budget line to execution. Procurement funding 
is consolidated for all components in each service in a document referred 
to as the P-1. A supplemental document, the P-1R, lists the equipment 
(and associated funding) that is identified in the P-1 as intended for dis-
tribution to the reserve components. However, there is no mechanism to 
ensure that the items specified in the P-1R are not subsequently diverted 
to other purposes. In the work leading to our March report, the Com-
mission looked at the viability of establishing a separate procurement 

Existing equipping 
strategies and bud-
gets for equipment are 
inadequate to sustain an 
operational reserve.
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appropriation for each component—consistent with current treatment of 
personnel, operations and maintenance, and military construction. The 
Commission concluded that the efficiencies of consolidation outweigh 
the benefits of a separate appropriation.

A better solution, which improves accountability for equipment destined 
for National Guard and Reserve forces while retaining the synergy and 
efficiency of the existing process, is to assign a separate program element 
code to each of the components. Requiring separate program elements 
would continue to provide the economy of scale and efficiencies of one 
appropriation while allowing oversight during the execution process. 
Any major reprogramming from reserve to active component use would 
require approval from the four defense oversight committees.

Recommendations:

42. Congress should require that total force equipment 
requirements be included in service and joint materi-
el development, acquisition, and procurement plans, 
production contracts; and delivery schedules.

43. Program elements should be added to the DoD pro-
curement budget justification material and account-
ing system to increase transparency with regard to 
reserve component procurement funding and to im-
prove DoD’s ability to track delivery of equipment 
to the reserve components.

44. The services should conduct a baseline review of re-
serve component equipment requirements, encom-
passing the accelerated degradation of equipment 
readiness caused by the current operations as well as 
the services’ plans to implement force generation de-
ployment models for both the active and reserve com-
ponents; those requirements for civil support identified 
through DoD’s collaboration with the Department of 
Homeland Security; and a revalidation of existing re-
quirements, some of which remain tied to Cold War 
force management and a strategic reserve.

45. The services should use this review to prioritize fund-
ing to restore equipment readiness for the current op-
erations and to prioritize programming and budget-
ing for requirements, including
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a. Re-equipping programs for the Army and Marine 
Corps that would restore their reserve compo-
nents to a C-1 level (as measured by the Status of 
Resources and Training System, modified pursu-
ant to Recommendation #32) for required equip-
ment on hand (including systems in training sets) 
as soon as possible, but no later than 2015.

b. Providing critical dual-use (CDu) equipment to 
conduct the full range of homeland missions as 
soon as possible, but no later than 2013.

F. Access to the Reserve Components
Mobilization laws and policies are among the key factors that affect 
how the reserve components are used, in terms both of how accessible 
the reserve components are to the federal government and of how pre-
dictable deployments are for service members. These laws and policies 
must provide adequate authority and generate practices to support a pre-
dictable and effective mobilization process.

Current mobilization statutes were enacted for Cold War–era scenarios 
in which the National Guard and Reserves were a force to augment and 
backfill the active forces (after long post-mobilization training periods) 
only in the event of a major conflict. These statutes address neither the 
needs of the current prolonged conflict, in which portions of the reserve 
component are at an extremely high operational tempo, nor the perma-
nent use of that force in a sustainable system of rotation.

Service Secretaries are tasked with 
the responsibility under Title 10 to 
organize, man, train, equip, and 
mobilize forces within their depart-
ments. However, the mobilization 
process is in fact managed within 
the Department at a higher level, 
burdened by lengthy approval pro-
cesses that can cause delays in no-
tification to units and individuals 
about pending deployments.

On January 19, 2007, Secretary Gates issued a mobilization policy that 
addressed the lack of effective guidance regarding how many times a 
reservist can be mobilized, for how long, and the amount of time re-
servists should be allowed to remain at home between deployments: 

Current mobilization statutes 
were enacted for Cold War–
era scenarios in which the 
National Guard and Reserves 
were a force to augment and 
backfill the active forces.
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he announced that reservists can be remobilized, stating as a goal that 
mobilizations should be for periods of no longer than 12 months, with 
a five-year dwell time between them. However, this policy cannot be 
fully implemented by the Army and Marine Corps given current global 
commitments and the existing force structure.

In addition, DOD and the services have explored using contract-based 
service agreements to augment existing mobilization statutes. An exam-
ple of such agreements is the variable participation reserve unit (VPR-U) 
concept, which provides for members to become part of a unit perform-
ing more than the minimum annual training commitment without in-
voluntary mobilization. Such contracts further DOD’s goal of enabling 
enhanced participation by reserve component service members.

Recommendations:

46. Congress should amend the partial mobilization stat-
ute (10 u.S.C. §12302) to clarify congressional in-
tent with regard to the duration of the mobilization 
obligation.

47. The limitation of 1,000,000 service members at any 
one time that can be mobilized under a partial mobi-
lization should be replaced with a limitation that is 
relevant to the size of the existing Ready Reserve or 
the new reserve component categories proposed by 
the Commission in Recommendation #86.

48. Congress should require the military services to re-
port on any potential impediments to implementing 
dwell times and deployment periods that are sustain-
able during current and projected operations and to 
specify the necessary actions and appropriate mile-
stones to overcome these impediments.

49. Service Secretaries should be empowered to exercise 
their statutory authority to conduct the functions of 
mobilizing and demobilizing their respective depart-
ments. other DoD organizations should defer to 
this statutory authority.

50. The military services should provide their members 
with adequate notice of a mobilization. until the 
Army and Marine Corps have fully implemented 
force generation models for predictability, alert noti-
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fication for these services needs to occur earlier—one 
year out—to allow all units sufficient time to train 
and prepare for deployment.

51. a. Congress should update 10 u.S.C. §12311 to 
provide for contract-based service agreements for 
units and individuals of the reserves.

b. DoD should employ a contract-based service and 
incentive system to ensure access to the reserve 
components and to provide predictable and sus-
tainable activations.

c. The services should expand the number of variable 
participation reserve units.

d. The contract-based system of assured availabil-
ity recommended here should form the basis of 
accessing the operational Reserve category out-
lined in Recommendation #86.

v. SuPPoRTING SERvICE MEMBERS, FAMILIES, 
AND EMPLoyERS

The Commission was tasked by Congress to assess “the adequacy and 
appropriateness of the compensation and benefits currently provided 
for the members of the National Guard and the other reserve compo-
nents, including the availability of health care benefits and health insur-
ance.” Since that time, Congress has made a number of improvements 
in the compensation and benefits, including health care, provided to 
reserve component members. Congress has, for example, approved a 
reserve component critical skills bonus and permitted the Secretary of 
Defense to waive the requirement limiting that bonus to those with not 
more than 25 years of service, expanded high-priority unit assignment 
pay, improved the housing allowance, created new health care benefits 
for reserve component members and their families, and authorized pay-
ment of a stipend to continue civilian health plan coverage for an acti-
vated reservist’s dependent with special health care needs.

The Commission examined remaining disparities in compensation and 
benefits and evaluated the availability and user-friendliness of DOD’s 
health care program (TRICARE) for reserve component families. In 
addition, the Commission paid particular attention to two major in-
fluencers of the reserve component member’s decisions about enlist-
ment, participation, and retention: families and employers.
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The ability of reserve component family members to receive medical 
care when a service member is activated (so-called continuity of care) 
remains a major worry for reserve component families, because civilian 
providers often do not participate in TRICARE and because for many 
family members, particularly those new to the military, TRICARE is 
difficult to navigate and not user-friendly.

Numerous serious shortcomings have been identified in the health care 
provided to injured service members, including inadequate case man-
agement, delays and inconsistencies in the disability determination 
process, lack of coordination between the Department of Defense and 
the Department of Veterans Affairs, 
and inadequate processes for assessing 
such grave conditions as post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) and traumatic 
brain injury (TBI).

In addition, although employer support 
is critical to recruiting and retaining a 
quality reserve force, DOD has not tak-
en sufficient steps to recognize the vital 
role that employers play, such as pro-
viding them with greater predictability in their employees’ deployments 
and creating a stronger partnership between employers and senior-level 
decision makers within the Department. There continue to be reports 
that employer support is waning.

Conclusion Five: To maintain an operational reserve force over 
the long term, DoD must appropriately support not only the 
service members themselves but also the two major influencers 
of members’ decisions to remain in the military—their families 
and employers. Significant improvements in current programs 
in all three areas are essential to sustain an operational reserve 
force both today and in the future. 

A. Compensation

Housing and Travel Issues
In 2004, a congressionally directed DOD report on reserve compensa-
tion identified the requirement that reservists be on active duty for 140 
days or more in order to receive full basic allowance for housing (BAH) 

The ability . . . to receive 
medical care when 
a service member is 
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major worry for reserve 
component families.
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as a funding-driven disparity impeding a seamless flow from reserve to 
active duty status. Congress subsequently reduced the threshold to 30 
days. In the Commission’s view, the lower 30-day threshold remains a 
funding-driven constraint that both is out of sync with duty status re-
forms recommended elsewhere in this report and impedes a continuum 
of service.

In testimony at public hearings, considerable concern was expressed 
to the Commission about the distances that some reserve component 
members must travel to their weekend drills and the out-of-pocket costs 
incurred by members for that travel. The average distance traveled var-
ies among the services, depending on whether the reservist drills with a 
local unit or provides support to a more distant command. The problem 
has been exacerbated in some components by the Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission process. As a result, commanders have 
found it increasingly challenging to recruit and retain qualified person-
nel, particularly for leadership positions, who may reside far from their 
training locations.

If Congress were to expand recently enacted legislation to provide DOD 
with broader authority to reimburse reserve component service mem-
bers, on a discretionary basis, for inactive duty training (IDT) travel 
over 50 miles, military commanders would be better able to effectively 
manage the reserve component. In addition, authority to reimburse for 
travel is consistent with—and an important component of—the duty 
status reforms recommended elsewhere in this report.

DOD and Congress will need to further review compensation and per-
sonnel policy issues to ensure that reserve component members are 
treated equitably both during and after the transition to two duty status 
categories.

Recommendations:

52. Congress should eliminate the ordered-to-active-
duty-for-more-than-30-days requirement for receipt 
of full basic allowance for housing.

53. Congress should provide the service Secretaries with 
discretionary authority, delegable to the reserve com-
ponent Chiefs, to reimburse service members for 
travel expenses in excess of 50 miles to participate in 
what are currently called drill periods. In addition, 
using existing authority, the services should budget 
for and provide lodging to each reserve component 
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member who travels more than 50 miles from his or 
her residence to perform inactive duty training.

The Montgomery GI Bill
The Montgomery GI Bill–Selected Reserve benefit was designed as a re-
tention tool that provides educational assistance to reserve component 
members who continue in a drilling reserve status. Over the past several 
years, more than half of reserve component members using a reserve 
educational benefit (including the MGIB-SR) were unable to continue 
their education because they were activated. Current law does not al-
low a reserve component service member to use the MGIB-SR benefit if 
he or she leaves the Selected Reserve and transitions into the Individual 
Ready Reserve.

Recommendation:

54. Congress should amend the law to permit reserve 
component service members who have been acti-
vated for a specified period of time to use MGIB-SR 
benefits after their discharge, provided that they re-
main subject to recall and supply DoD with accurate 
contact information.

B. SERvICE MEMBER PRoTECTIoNS
Reservists returning to civilian life sometimes encounter difficulties in 
their civilian employment. The Uniformed Services Employment and 
Reemployment Rights Act of 1994 defines the roles and responsibilities 
of individual agencies in aiding such reservists, but it does not make any 
single individual or office accountable for overseeing the entire com-
plaint resolution process. The lack of such oversight makes it difficult 
for the relevant agencies—the Departments of Defense, Labor, and Jus-
tice, and the Office of Special Counsel—to effectively carry out their 
USERRA responsibilities, though all have taken action to improve the 
information provided to employers and the assistance offered to service 
members under the law.

USERRA, which establishes that an employee may be absent from work 
for military duty for a cumulative total of five years and retain reem-
ployment rights, was originally written with a strategic reserve force as 
its focus, but its Cold War design does not appear to have disadvan-
taged service members or their families at a time when the reserves have 
become operational. USERRA affords reservists fundamental protec-
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tion against employment and reemployment discrimination. Moreover, 
its cumulative five-year maximum, along with its exemptions to that 
limit, provides an essential safeguard for the service member. USERRA 
and Department of Defense policy offer adequate notice to and redress 
for employers, given the unpredictable nature of military duty. None-
theless, USERRA would benefit from some fine-tuning as the reserves 
become an operational force.

USERRA does not specify how much advance notice of duty is required 
to be provided to employers. An employer may ask the unit for veri-
fication of the duty performed; but under USERRA, an employer is 
entitled to proof of service only when the period of absence exceeds 
30 days. Any inconvenience to the 
services caused by providing proof 
of an employee’s service is minor in 
comparison to the sacrifices that em-
ployers willingly bear.

USERRA also provides that a reserv-
ist’s health care plan can be reinstated 
on reemployment, without exclusions 
or a waiting period. However, in the case of flexible spending accounts 
(employer-established benefit plans, primarily funded by the employee, 
that are used to pay for specified medical expenses as they are incurred), 
this intent conflicts with the Internal Revenue Code, whose treatment 
of FSAs unfairly penalizes redeploying service members. Moreover, 
there is no clear rule that protects the health care reenrollment rights 
of a service member whose return to work is timely but who elects not 
to immediately reenroll in his or her employer-based health care plan, 
choosing instead to use the Transition Assistance Management Program 
(TAMP) benefit. The TAMP 180-day post-deployment transitional TRI-
CARE coverage is a valuable benefit for redeploying service members 
and their families, and it is unfair that service members who elect to 
use this benefit are put in the position of losing USERRA’s protection of 
civilian health insurance coverage.

The Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA) allows all members of 
the armed forces to suspend or postpone some civil obligations so that 
they may devote their full attention to their duties. An area of particu-
lar concern is mortgage foreclosure. Reservists face considerable stress 
when they return from deployment; while some of those stressors are 
unavoidable, service members can be given more time to deal with the 
threat of foreclosure.

Reservists returning to 
civilian life sometimes 
encounter difficulties in 
their civilian employment.
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Lastly, the use of Social Security numbers on military documents, iden-
tity cards, and dog tags increases the chance that military members and 
their families could be the victims of identity theft and related fraud.

Recommendations:

55. Congress should make a single entity accountable 
for overseeing the entire uSERRA complaint reso-
lution process.

56. uSERRA’s five-year limit and its exemptions should 
not be eliminated or modified. uSERRA should, how-
ever, be amended to establish that an employer is enti-
tled to documentation, if available, confirming that an 
employee performed any period of military service.

57. Both the Internal Revenue Code and uSERRA should 
be amended to specify that when service members 
are mobilized and until their deployment ends, the 
“year” in which funds were deposited into their flex-
ible spending accounts be frozen.

58. uSERRA should be amended to specify that an ex-
clusion or waiting period may not be imposed in 
connection with the reinstatement of an employer-
based health care plan upon reemployment or upon 
termination of health care coverage under the Tran-
sition Assistance Management Program, whichever 
is later. In addition, the Servicemembers Civil Relief 
Act (SCRA) should be amended to increase the pe-
riod during which a service member may apply for 
reinstatement of health insurance from 120 days to 
180 days, the period of TAMP eligibility.

59. The SCRA should be amended to increase to a pe-
riod greater than 90 days the time allowed a service 
member to file for relief from foreclosure.

60. DoD should replace Social Security numbers with 
another form of unique identifier for service mem-
bers and their families in all Defense systems and 
should discontinue the use of SSNs on identity cards 
and dog tags.
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C. HEALTH CARE
Using TRICARE is often a challenge for reserve family members unfa-
miliar with its complexities. Many “suddenly military” National Guard 
and Reserve families, whose service members are activated for the first 
time, find TRICARE to be difficult to navigate and non-user-friendly. 
Many reserve component families find it difficult to maintain continuity 
of medical care using their existing health care providers once their ser-
vice member is activated, because many civilian health care providers 
do not participate in TRICARE. Simplifying the TRICARE reimburse-
ment and claims process would encourage more providers to partici-
pate in the program.

TRICARE Management Activity and the military services have not 
undertaken a sufficiently aggressive educational campaign to help im-
prove reserve component families’ understanding of TRICARE. Impor-
tant elements include more briefings, Web pages, and printed materials 
prepared for first-time users, as well as the creation of a centralized 
ombudsman capability to assist families in solving their TRICARE 
problems.

The Commission examined health savings accounts and flexible spend-
ing accounts as an alternative to TRICARE and found that they do not 
offer a viable option, as currently structured. However, as an add-on, 
flexible spending accounts could prove helpful in offsetting unreim-
bursed out-of-pocket costs, such as co-payments and deductibles.

The Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) makes a va-
riety of insurance plans available to federal employees nationwide at 
reasonable cost. It offers a viable alternative to TRICARE, with the 
potential of improving continuity of care for family members when ser-
vice members are activated. In addition, a stipend provided by DOD to 
the service member or employer, 
or a tax credit to the employer, to 
retain coverage for family mem-
bers during activation could help 
maintain continuity of care for 
the member’s family and could 
provide an incentive for em-
ployers to hire reservists. In the 
Commission’s view, payment of a 
stipend would do more than give 
families an important benefit: it would constitute a major element of an 
enhanced compact with employers, whose continued support, like that 
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of families, is essential to recruiting and retaining top-quality young 
men and women in the National Guard and Reserves.

Recommendations:

61. Congress should direct DoD to resolve long-stand-
ing issues for families not located near military treat-
ment facilities (MTFs). This direction should include 
mandates to

a. update educational materials to be more user-
friendly, written in easy-to-understand language.

b. Establish an Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Health Affairs ombudsman office, with a single 
toll-free customer support number, for family 
members who do not have convenient access to an 
MTF benefits counselor to resolve problems.

c. Simplify the TRICARE claims and reimburse-
ment process to eliminate current disincentives 
that discourage providers from participating in 
the TRICARE program.

62. In addition to offering TRICARE Reserve Select to 
all members of the Selected Reserve, Congress should 
amend the law to permit reserve component mem-
bers to participate in the Federal Employees Health 
Benefits Program (FEHBP). When the service mem-
ber is activated, with or without the member’s con-
sent, DoD should pay the premiums for coverage 
of the service member’s family. When the member is 
inactivated, however, the member should again pay 
the premiums, as is now the practice, for TRICARE 
Reserve Select.

63. Congress should establish a program that provides 
the activated service member with a stipend (whose 
use for medical care must be certified) or provides the 
employer either a direct stipend or a tax credit as reim-
bursement for the cost of keeping the member’s family 
in the employer’s health insurance plan during the pe-
riod of activation; the stipend should be based on an 
actuarially determined cost of the TRICARE benefit.
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D. ENHANCING FAMILy SuPPoRT
Family members play an important role in the service member’s deci-
sion to remain in the military. Increased operational use of the reserves 
has placed added stresses on families and family relationships. Reserve 
component family members face special challenges because they are 
often at a considerable distance from military facilities and lack the 
on-base infrastructure and assistance available to active duty family 
members.

Some families have reported problems in obtaining needed information 
and assistance from other services or other reserve components. Mili-
tary family members today believe that all families in the community 
should enjoy a comparable level of “purple” support services, regard-
less of an individual’s service or component—with adequate funding and 
staffing resources. And while a robust 
network of reserve component family 
members who serve as volunteers as-
sisting other RC family members is a 
critical element of an effective family 
support program, family readiness suf-
fers when there are too few paid staff 
positions within family support pro-
grams to help maintain the volunteer 
network’s administration.

For families living a considerable distance from on-base facilities, Mili-
tary OneSource is the best current program providing “one-stop shop-
ping” for military family support services, but it is underadvertised and 
underutilized. Many reserve component members and their families 
have never heard of this valuable resource. Families also need better 
sources of information and assistance during the mobilization and de-
mobilization processes.

Recommendations:

64. DoD should create a “purple” system, available to 
employees of any DoD family assistance center via 
the Internet and phone, that would allow any family 
member access to needed information.

65. DoD should increase funding within reserve compo-
nent budgets for family support services to ensure that 
there are sufficient paid staff members within these 
programs to maintain the services’ volunteer net-

Military family members 
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works. In order to reduce the isolation of reserve com-
ponent families, DoD should place a paid, full-time 
employee charged with family support at the unit level 
in all units (and the term unit level should be defined 
by each component) to augment the existing volunteer 
network.

66. DoD should initiate and execute a massive informa-
tion campaign to educate reserve component mem-
bers and their families about the capabilities offered 
by the Military oneSource program.

67. DoD should change its policies to increase the 
amount of family participation in the mobilization 
and demobilization process in order to help educate 
family members about benefits, health care, family 
support programs, potential demobilization issues, 
and other family concerns.

E. ESTABLISHING A CoMPACT WITH EMPLoyERS
Like families, employers have a major influence on whether reservists 
continue their reserve participation and on the level of that participation. 
In a 2002 report, DOD acknowledged the need for a stronger compact 
between DOD and the employers of its reserve members. Employers are 
experiencing many challenges because of the high operational tempo of 
the reserve components during the past several years. These challenges 
have caused a strain in relations between employers and DOD.

Created in 1972, the National Committee for Employer Support of the 
Guard and Reserves (ESGR) fosters support for reserve service within 
the employer community and assists individual reservists who are expe-
riencing problems with their employers because of their reserve status. 
ESGR relies heavily on a nationwide network of local employer-support 
volunteers. Given the operational use of the reserves today, the role 
of ESGR within the Department of Defense and within the employer 
community clearly should be strengthened. In the Commission’s view, 
employers need a stronger voice to make their concerns known at the 
highest levels of the Department of Defense. In addition, DOD currently 
has no one phone number that employers can call or Web site that they 
can visit to receive comprehensive information on reserve component 
issues; such a centralized source would greatly enhance employers’ edu-
cation about and knowledge of these issues and would benefit reserve 
component members as well.
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The federal government employs more reserve component members 
than any other employer in the United States. In the benefits it offers 
reserve component members, such as military leave and continued med-
ical coverage for family members during activation, the federal gov-
ernment sets the pattern for other employers. The federal government 
should also be a model employer in its treatment of reservists, but this 
is not always the case.

Several countries allied with the United States are using contracts be-
tween the government, employers, and employees to form a “sponsored/
contracted reserve,” which can be used to provide a manpower pool for 
military mobilization based on specific skills. A sponsored/contracted 
reserve is also part of the compact be-
tween the government and the employ-
er in which all parties participate, en-
abling all to agree to the reservist’s level 
of commitment.

The resources available from the Small 
Business Administration to aid small 
business owners who employ mobi-
lized and deployed reserve component 
members are not well publicized. The Small Business Administration 
does not have an effective program to educate small business owners on 
how they can protect themselves from incurring a substantial monetary 
loss when one of their employees is deployed. The time period during 
which Military Reservist Economic Injury Disaster Loan (MREIDL) as-
sistance is available to small businesses that employ reserve component 
members is inadequate.

Recommendations:

68. The mission of the National Committee for Employ-
er Support of the Guard and Reserves (ESGR) should 
be expanded. It should encompass helping employers 
find information on a wide range of topics, includ-
ing those within the purview of the Department of 
Labor, Small Business Administration, and Depart-
ment of veterans Affairs; preparing and distributing 
information to employers on post-deployment health 
issues faced by reserve component members, such as 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and traumatic 
brain injury (TBI); and providing employers with in-
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formation on the sources of assistance available to 
the member and his or her family.

a. DoD should increase the numbers of ESGR paid 
staff, particularly ombudsmen in the field, to en-
hance the level of expertise available to employ-
ers and service members and to promote greater 
institutional memory.

b. ESGR’s name should be changed to reflect its ex-
panded mission. The new organization should 
balance its outreach to employers and to service 
members and their families.

c. Supervision of ESGR should be removed from the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs, 
and the ESGR’s executive director should be made 
an advisor or assistant to the Secretary of Defense.

69. The Secretary of Defense should establish an em-
ployer advisory council to meet regularly with and 
provide direct input to the Secretary of Defense. The 
Secretary should appoint the council members in ac-
cordance with congressional direction regarding the 
type and mix of employers who should be included. 
In addition, DoD should establish a program for 
regularly surveying employer interests and concerns 
and should track data developed in those surveys on 
a longitudinal basis.

70. The President should direct all federal agencies and 
the u.S. Postal Service to issue guidance emphasiz-
ing the importance of reserve service; prescribing 
appropriate behavior for supervisors with regard 
to their employees who are reservists, including 
treatment of reservists as a criterion for rating per-
formance; and prescribing sanctions for noncom-
pliance. State and local governments should adopt 
similar policies and procedures.

71. Information on Military Reservist Economic Injury 
Disaster Loans (MREIDLs) and other assistance 
from the Small Business Administration should be 
provided to reserve component members and their 
small business employers at the time they join the 
National Guard or Reserves. Either these small busi-
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nesses should be able to get MREIDLs immediately, 
because they have key employees in the reserve com-
ponent, or they should be able to do all the paper-
work and qualify for the loans at that time, and then 
secure them as soon as the employee learns that he or 
she will be activated.

72. DoD should explore the possibility of creating and im-
plementing a standardized program for a “contracted 
reserve” that is developed around a contract between 
volunteer civilian employers, their volunteer employ-
ees, and the u.S. government to provide a specialized 
and skilled reserve force for use in time of need.

F. DEMoBILIzATIoN AND TRANSITIoN 
ASSISTANCE

The demobilization process is designed to assist reserve component 
members in transitioning back to civilian life. For today’s operational 
reserve, it is also essentially the first opportunity to begin preparing 
reserve component members for their next deployment. Many prob-
lems in the demobilization process have come to light during the global 
war on terror. Those issues have been considered over the past year 
by a number of other commissions and task forces and by Congress 
in its passage of the landmark Wounded Warrior Act. Numerous seri-
ous shortcomings have been identified in the health care provided to 
injured service members, including inadequate case management, de-
lays and inconsistencies in the disability determination process, lack of 
coordination between the Department of Defense and the Department 
of Veterans Affairs, and inadequate processes for assessing such grave 
conditions as post-traumatic stress disorder and traumatic brain injury. 
Several groups performing reviews have found significant differences in 
how disability ratings are assigned both within and between the services 
and between DOD and VA.

The demobilization process relies on data gathered before service mem-
bers deploy, but the pre-deployment health assessment mandated by 
Congress may not adequately identify serious mental or physical health 
problems prior to deployment. Once service members return, shortcom-
ings in the demobilization process delay timely identification of PTSD, 
TBI, and other serious health problems. There are significant disparities 
among the services with respect to how well health care providers fol-
low up on the mental health questions on the Post-Deployment Health 
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Assessment (PDHA). The Office of the Secretary of Defense also has 
failed to provide uniform guidance. In addition, the services do not 
adequately track completion of the Post-Deployment Health Reassess-
ment (PDHRA) within the required 90–180 days, a lapse in oversight 
that affects reserve component members.

While physical injuries are usually identified and treated when they oc-
cur, mental health problems may at first not be easily detected or may 
be the result of cumulative exposure. Inactivating reserve component 
members often lose touch with their colleagues and their chain of com-
mand during the transition process, 
as current DOD policy exempts in-
voluntarily activated members from 
drill periods for 60 days after a unit 
returns from deployment. During that 
span of time, serious problems may go 
unrecognized. And problems may be 
exacerbated if the PDHRA is not ad-
ministered in a timely manner.

In fact, 44 percent of reservists and 41 
percent of national guardsmen screened since 2005 have reported some 
concerns about psychological health. Because many reserve component 
members live at a significant distance from military installations, how-
ever, they often have considerable difficulty in finding good information 
about and access to medical care. Reserve component members who 
serve in cross-leveled units distant from their home station and as indi-
vidual replacements can face particularly difficult challenges in finding 
needed support and assistance after they are inactivated.

Reserve component members returning from theater may be discharged 
with their dental problems unresolved. Many are unaware that they 
have a limited time period, recently increased from 90 to 180 days, 
to access dental care through VA. Failing to seek such care can impair 
dental readiness for the next deployment cycle and result in additional 
out-of-pocket expenses.

Many reserve component members do not receive adequate transition 
assistance information during briefings and during the demobilization 
process, especially when demobilization occurs at a site other than their 
home station. A good model is the Minnesota National Guard’s Yellow 
Ribbon Program, which offers a promising holistic system for addressing 
the reintegration challenges of medical benefits, suicide prevention, fam-
ily benefits, legal issues, education, employment, and business.

 . . . the pre-deployment 
health assessment man-
dated by Congress may 
not adequately identify 
serious mental or physi-
cal health problems.
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Recommendations:

73. To ensure coordinated implementation of the excel-
lent recommendations of the reports submitted by 
numerous commissions over the past six months, 
as well as Congress’s landmark Wounded Warrior 
Act, the President should require the development 
of action plans—including timelines for implementa-
tion—by the Department of Defense, the Department 
of veterans Affairs, and other federal agencies. The 
President should also establish a cabinet-level task 
force to oversee their implementation, coordinate 
interdepartmental concerns, and address issues of 
funding with the Director of the office of Manage-
ment and Budget. The cabinet-level task force should 
make its top priority restructuring and streamlining 
the DoD and vA disability determination processes 
and eliminating other long-standing vA and DoD 
stovepipes, such as medical information systems that 
lack interoperability and bidirectionality.

74. The pre-deployment health assessment should be 
revised to reflect the original congressional intent 
to establish baseline health data, including data on 
psychological health; it should also go beyond the 
current reliance on self-assessment to incorporate 
greater participation by health care providers.

75. Reserve component units should resume monthly 
drills immediately after demobilization. As recom-
mended by DoD’s Mental Health Task Force, “At 
least the first drill should focus on reintegration is-
sues with attention to discussion of deployment ex-
periences, aspects of reintegration into community 
life, coping strategies and resilience supports, and 
other appropriate topics.”

76. The services should more closely track Post-Deploy-
ment Health Reassessments to ensure that they are 
completed within the statutorily required 90–180 
days and that a member who has identified problems 
on the reassessment receives face-to-face counsel-
ing from a provider. In addition, a tracking system 
should be established to identify reservists who have 
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not completed the PDHRA, and DoD should moni-
tor the services’ compliance with all requirements.

a. DoD should prescribe uniform guidance for 
providers who follow up on responses to the 
mental health questions on the Post-Deploy-
ment Health Assessment, and it should monitor 
the services’ compliance.

b. DoD, vA, and the services should establish proto-
cols requiring vA participation in the counseling 
of service members and their families both before 
and after deployment, as well as vA participation 
in all post-deployment health reassessments.

77. The services should develop a protocol to ensure 
that needed services are available to reserve members 
who do not demobilize at their home station or who 
are members of the Individual Ready Reserve. The 
services should establish a tracking system to make 
certain that these individuals receive all the informa-
tion, help, and benefits to which they are entitled.

78.  Reserve component members should have one year 
to apply for dental care through vA.

79. Transition assistance information should be provided 
not just during the demobilization process but also 
during the first several post-demobilization drill ses-
sions. Family members should be encouraged to at-
tend and to participate in transition assistance; they 
should be counseled on the services available to assist 
families in coping with post-deployment concerns.

80. A single standard of reintegration care should be 
provided to all those who serve on extended or 
multiple deployments regardless of their service 
or reserve component category (Individual Ready 
Reserve, Retired Reserve, or individual mobiliza-
tion augmentee). Funding to provide these services 
should be reflected in each service’s base budget for 
the reserve components.
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vI. REFoRMING THE oRGANIzATIoNS 
AND INSTITuTIoNS THAT SuPPoRT AN 
oPERATIoNAL RESERvE

Congress directed the Commission to assess the current and future or-
ganization and structure, roles, and missions of the National Guard and 
Reserves. The current leadership structure of the reserve components 
and categories of reserve service were created and evolved during an 
era when the reserve components were intended to be used solely as a 
strategic reserve. If the Department of Defense and Congress choose to 
continue to use the reserve components as both an operational and a 
strategic force, then they will need to reform department, service, and 
reserve component organization and leadership structures to sustain 
that force.

Conclusion Six: The current reserve component structure does 
not meet the needs of an operational reserve force. Major changes 
in DoD organization, reserve component categories, and culture 
are needed to ensure that management of reserve and active com-
ponent capabilities are integrated to maximize the effectiveness 
of the total force for both operational and strategic purposes. 

A. MAKING NECESSARy CuLTuRAL CHANGES
Though there have been efforts at the highest levels to bridge the cul-
tural and structural divide between the active component and the re-
serve component and though improvements have been realized in some 
of the services, the divide persists, to the detriment both of components 
and of the overall military mission. Some cultural divisions are not just 
perceptions but are based in law.

Recommendations:

81. While differences will persist, the Secretary of De-
fense should recognize the cultural divide that exists 
between the reserve components and the active com-
ponents, and should develop a new Total Force Inte-
gration Policy to achieve the next level of integration 
among all components.

82. The service Secretaries should ensure that active 
component officers are encouraged to serve in reserve 
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component units and that such service is considered 
favorably when determining who is most qualified 
for promotion.

83. Reserve component officers and senior enlisted per-
sonnel should be selected for leadership positions in 
reserve component units without geographic restric-
tions. As proposed in Recommendation #53, reserve 
training travel allowances should be modified to 
eliminate fiscal obstacles to implementing this poli-
cy.

84. All vestiges of the cultural prejudice existing between 
reserve and active component personnel that remain 
in law and policy should be removed. In particular, 
Congress should modify section 1187 of Title 10 to 
allow reserve officers to serve on Boards of Inquiry 
for active component officers.

85. Reserve designations should be removed from all 
titles, signature blocks, and unit designators.

B. TRANSFoRMING RESERvE CoMPoNENT 
CATEGoRIES

The existing reserve component categories (RCCs) were designed to 
facilitate rapid expansion of the armed forces for a major war with the 
Soviet Union. They do not optimally support the rotational use of the 
reserve components over a prolonged period, as now envisioned by the 
Army and Marine Corps. The existing reserve component categories 
are not meaningfully tied to mobilization statutes, in that the three ma-
jor subdivisions of the RCCs—Ready Reserve, Standby Reserve, and 
Retired Reserve—are not consti-
tuted in a way that reflects their 
readiness for mobilization, their 
use on a cyclic rotational basis or 
as part of a strategic, surge force, 
or their priority for resourcing.

The current construct of RCCs 
must be expanded to encompass 
the total force, including the ac-
tive components and retirees, both regular and reserve. This spectrum 
also includes men registered with the Selective Service System. Manag-

The existing reserve compo-
nent categories . . . do not 
optimally support the rotational 
use of the reserve components 
over a prolonged period.
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ing this entire spectrum holistically will foster required integration and 
a true continuum of service. It will support the reserve components’ role 
as part of the operational forces and more efficiently allocate efforts to 
manage personnel who are part of the nation’s strategic reserve force.

Recommendations:

86. The current reserve component categories should be 
reorganized. The total force manpower pool should 
be viewed as consisting of the full-time active com-
ponents and the reserve components, which should 
be divided into two categories that support integra-
tion, a continuum of service, the operational use of 
the reserve force, and continuing strategic depth and 
the ability to surge when required. DoD and the ser-
vices should effectively manage and resource both of 
the categories.

a. The two major divisions that should be estab-
lished are

The operational Reserve Force, which will 
consist of present-day Selected Reserve units 
and individual mobilization augmentees and 
will periodically serve active duty tours in 
rotation supporting the total force.

The Strategic Reserve Force, which will con-
sist of two subdivisions:

The Strategic Ready Reserve Force, 
consisting of current Selected Reserve 
units and individuals who are not 
scheduled for rotational tours of active 
duty as well as the most ready, opera-
tionally current, and willing members 
of today’s Individual Ready Reserve 
and retired service members (regular 
and reserve), managed to be readily ac-
cessible in a national emergency or in-
centivized to volunteer for service with 
the operational reserve or active com-
ponent when required.

•

•

–
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The Strategic Standby Reserve, consist-
ing of those current Individual Ready 
Reservists and retired service members 
(regular and reserve) who are unlikely 
to be called on except in the most dire 
circumstances yet who still constitute a 
valuable pool of pretrained manpower 
worth tracking and managing.

b. Today’s Standby Reserve category should be elim-
inated and its members that are not viable mobi-
lization assets should be excluded from the total 
reserve force; those that are temporarily unavail-
able for mobilization should be maintained in the 
Strategic Reserve together with others unlikely to 
be called to service except in the case of full mobi-
lization.

c. DoD and service leaders, in consultation with the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and combat-
ant commanders, must carefully determine which 
portions of each reserve component’s current Se-
lected Reserve should be placed in the operational 
Reserve Force and which should be placed in the 
Strategic Reserve Force. These decisions must be 
based on requirements for units in rotation in con-
structs such as the Army Force Generation Model, 
the Marine Corps Total Force Generation model, 
and the Air Force Air and Space Expeditionary 
Force model. Requirements for homeland security 
and civil support capabilities must also be consid-
ered, and they may dictate that larger portions of 
the National Guard components be maintained in 
the operational Reserve Force.

d. Each service must develop tools and incentives 
to manage each individual’s movements between 
RCCs according to requirements for personnel, 
skills, and experience in active component and 
reserve component units and according to each 
individual’s willingness and ability to serve. These 
tools must consist of both inducements for individ-
uals to volunteer for service with operational forc-

–
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es when needed and the legal authority to enforce 
their compliance with contractual obligations.

87. Members of the current Individual Ready Reserve 
and all military retirees should be placed into either 
the Strategic Ready Reserve Force or the Strategic 
Standby Reserve—depending on their readiness and 
willingness to serve, and on the need for their skills—
and both categories should be managed to take ad-
vantage of these individuals’ vast experience, includ-
ing for homeland-related missions.

88. Regular retired service members and retired reserve 
service members should be managed together in 
the same RCCs and encouraged both to volunteer 
and to maintain readiness for identified mobiliza-
tion assignments.

89. Service Secretaries should be held accountable for re-
sourcing and managing their total reserve manpower 
regardless of category in order to maintain, ready for 
activation, the optimal pool of personnel with required 
skills and experience. The Secretary of Defense should 
report annually to Congress on the status of both the 
operational and Strategic Reserve Forces.

90. DoD should treat individuals registered with the Se-
lective Service System as part of the total manpower 
pool available in the event of national emergency, 
and should coordinate planning for the mobilization 
and training of those individuals with the Director of 
the Selective Service System.

C. REFoRMING INSTITuTIoNS To SuPPoRT AN 
oPERATIoNAL RESERvE

Management of reserve forces was segregated from management of the 
active force during the Cold War. This approach, which worked when 
DOD plans assumed that the reserves would be called on once in a gen-
eration, is ill-suited to a long war that will require the use of the reserves 
as part of an operational force for the foreseeable future. Current and 
projected reserve component missions require greater interdependence 
between the reserve and active components than now exists.
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As was discussed in our March 1 report regarding the Chief of the 
National Guard Bureau, the duties and responsibilities of the reserve 
component Chiefs have changed significantly since 9/11. As a result, a 
grade review is also needed in their case.

Title 10 of the United States Code assigns to the service Secretaries the 
responsibility and authority for conducting all affairs within their de-
partments, including the management of reserve components. Service 
Chiefs have a similar mandate to oversee the manning, training, and 
equipping of their reserve forces, including the National Guard compo-
nents. The Directors of the Army and Air National Guards, reporting 
solely to the Chief of the National Guard Bureau, are not optimally 
positioned to facilitate the execution of Title 10 responsibilities by the 
Secretaries and Chiefs of the Army and Air Force, respectively.

The Commission believes that the individuals serving in the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs are some of the most 
highly qualified public servants in the Department of Defense. Howev-
er, this office operates in isolation from functional managers elsewhere 
within the Office of the Secretary of Defense and thereby inhibits total 
force integration. It also operates in areas that interfere with the legal 
mandate given to the service Secre-
taries and service Chiefs to manage 
the reserve components. Moreover, 
its existence has exacerbated a ten-
dency within the Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense and the Joint Staff 
to deal with reserve component is-
sues on a separate, stovepiped path, 
rather than efficiently integrating 
them with total force issues in the 
functionally organized offices of 
the Secretary. These problems are 
purely a function of the organizational structure with the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, and do not reflect on the fine professionals who 
work in this office.

Recommendations:

91. The services Secretaries should manage reserve issues 
as part of the total force and assign the staffs who 
work on those issues to the appropriate assistant sec-
retary assigned responsibility for the corresponding 
active component issues.

 . . . the Office of the Assis-
tant Secretary of Defense for 
Reserve Affairs . . . operates 
in isolation from functional 
managers elsewhere within 
the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense and thereby inhibits 
total force integration.
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92. The Secretary of Defense should direct each service to 
review the duties, command relationship, authority, 
and grade of the respective DoD reserve component 
Chiefs/Commanders to determine whether the grade 
is appropriate for the duties being performed, and 
whether it is commensurate with duties performed 
by four-star officers in the Department. The Secre-
tary should initiate action, as necessary, to change 
the grades determined to be appropriate for the re-
serve component Chiefs/Commanders. The grades 
of all reserve component Chiefs/Commanders and 
the Chief of the National Guard Bureau should be 
periodically reviewed to ensure that the duties and 
responsibilities required for these positions support 
the grade designated for them.

93. The statutory qualifications of all reserve component 
Chiefs should include the requirement that the offi-
cer appointed should be from the reserve component 
of the office to which he or she is appointed. Con-
gress should amend sections 5143 (office of Naval 
Reserve: appointment of Chief) and 5144 (office of 
Marine Forces Reserve: appointment of Command-
er) of Title 10 to ensure that the Chiefs of the Naval 
Reserve and Marine Forces Reserve are from the re-
serve components of those services.

94. Congress should establish an office for the Director 
of the Army National Guard and an office for the 
Director of the Air National Guard within the Army 
and Air Force staffs, respectively. The directors of 
these offices would have responsibilities similar to 
those held by the Chief of the Army Reserve and the 
Chief of the Air Force Reserve. The Director of the 
Army National Guard of the united States would as-
sist the Army Chief of Staff in executing the Chief’s 
responsibilities pursuant to Title 10 u.S.C. §3033. 
The Director of the Air National Guard of the united 
States would assist the Air Force Chief of Staff in ex-
ecuting the Chief’s responsibilities pursuant to Title 
10 u.S.C. §8033. The Directors of the Army and Air 
National Guard would have dual reporting responsi-
bilities—reporting both to their respective Chiefs of 
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Staff and to the Chief of the National Guard Bureau 
for non-federal National Guard matters. The Sec-
retaries of the Army and Air Force should evaluate 
the need to establish commands for Army and Air 
National Guard forces serving in a Title 10 status as 
members of the Army National Guard of the united 
States and Air National Guard of the united States, 
respectively, and whether the Directors of the Army 
National Guard and the Air National Guard should 
command such organizations.

Explanation of Recommendation #94
The Commission believes that long-standing problems associated with 
relations between the Air and Army National Guard and their parent 
services, while to some extent necessary outcomes of tensions inherent 
in our federalist system of government, nevertheless must be examined 
and alleviated in order to enhance the ability of the National Guard to 
perform its vital state and federal missions. The Commission believes 
that any proposed solutions should better align the statutory authorities 
(10 U.S.C. §3013 and §8013) and responsibilities of the Secretaries of 
the Army and Air Force from the service Secretaries to the Directors of 
the Air and Army National Guard. These service Secretaries are respon-
sible for formulating “policies and programs that are fully consistent 
with national security objectives and policies established by the Presi-
dent and Secretary of Defense” for their entire department, including 
the National Guard components.

The Chief of National Guard Bureau’s role would be elevated by provi-
sions in the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act, consistent with 
the recommendations of our March 1 report. Having been given a four-
star rank and increased responsibilities as an advisor to the Secretary of 
Defense on matters related to the National Guard forces in non-federal 
status, the CNGB should retain the ability to influence decisions regard-
ing such matters and ensure that the needs of states and their governors 
are addressed in policies formulated by the Secretary of Defense. The 
CNGB would also retain direct lines of communication to the service 
Secretaries and their Chiefs of Staff. At the same time, placing National 
Guard leaders on the staffs of the service Chiefs of Staff will ensure that 
those same policies are carried out at a lower level in the Department 
and that the National Guard components are provided the resources 
they require to perform effectively in both their state and federal roles. 
We believe this is the best approach to solving the problems we identify; 
we emphasize, however, that what is most important is not how the 
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problems are solved but that they 
are solved as soon as possible.

The service Secretaries have statuto-
ry authority (10 U.S.C. §§3074 and 
8074) to prescribe command orga-
nizations. When National Guard 
service members are called into fed-
eral service they are operationally 
attached to specific commands to 
perform their operational missions. However, as in the case of Army and 
Air Force Reserves, the Secretaries may determine it is beneficial to have a 
specific commander responsible for other oversight of these service mem-
bers. The Commission sees considerable merit in the proposal to establish 
such commands, but believes the nature of these structures should be 
determined by the service Secretaries based on the needs of their service. 
(See Appendix 1 of the full report for Additional Views of Commissioner 
E. Gordon Stump on this recommendation.)

95. Congress should pass legislation eliminating the of-
fice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve 
Affairs. The Secretary of Defense should report to 
Congress on how responsibility for reserve issues cur-
rently managed by the ASD-RA will be addressed by 
the appropriate under secretary or assistant secretary 
assigned responsibility for corresponding active com-
ponent issues, and whether any further legislation is 
needed to ensure that personnel working on reserve 
issues hold rank and have responsibilities commen-
surate with those of their counterparts who handle 
active component issues. 

 . . . long-standing problems 
associated with relations 
between the Air and Army 
National Guard and their 
parent services . . . must be 
examined and alleviated.
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CommiSSion ViSion For the  
total oPerational ForCe

We believe that this report offers a starting point for a comprehensive 
reevaluation of the reserve components of this nation’s military. It is 
clear that there is no reasonable alternative to continued increased reli-
ance on the National Guard and Reserves, as part of a total operational 
force, for missions at home and abroad. The reforms that are needed to 
make this operational force feasible in the short term and sustainable in 
the long term are described in this report. We believe that implementing 
these reforms will move the nation toward an end state for the reserve 
components that best serves the interests of national security and to-
ward the future that we envision.

vISIoN STATEMENT
In the future, National Guard and Reserve service members will per-
form missions vital to U.S. national interests at home and abroad as 
part of a flexible, accessible, cost-effective operational force that retains 
a necessary strategic ability to surge. 

The operational force will contain individuals and units from both the 
active and reserve components. The reserve component portion will be 
organized, resourced, equipped, and trained to achieve in a timely man-
ner the same operational standards as are required by the active com-
ponents to perform their missions. The methods used to achieve these 
standards will vary according to each service’s force generation process. 
The effects, however, will be the same—a single operational standard 
and maximum predictability for members, families, employers, com-
batant commanders, and the services themselves.

National Guard and Reserve members often will know in advance when 
they are scheduled to leave their families and employers to complete op-
erational missions. They also will be ready and able on short notice to 
lead DOD’s efforts in support of civil authorities contending with natu-
ral or man-made disasters, particularly catastrophes. National Guard 
and Reserve members will be fully integrated into federal, state, and 
local emergency response plans, along with active component mem-
bers and units. In most instances in the homeland, all military forces 
will deploy in support of, and under the direction of, a state governor. 
National Guard and Reserve forces will constitute a majority of the per-
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sonnel at U.S. Northern Command and other commands responsible 
for the homeland.

The services will use best practices in managing reserve military person-
nel as part of an integrated total force. Those personnel will serve un-
der the terms of a commitment mutually agreed on by themselves and 
their service, be compensated through a system that recognizes their 
unique skills, be provided the professional and educational opportuni-
ties necessary to develop needed skills, be promoted on the basis of their 
competency to perform those skills, and be rewarded for their service 
through a retirement system—integrated with that of the active compo-
nent—that provides incentives for service and removes barriers to con-
tinued service which will draw on their skills and abilities. There will 
only be two duty statuses—off duty or on duty—with service members 
able to move between them with the swipe of an ID card. 

All service members will have opportunities to serve in a continuum 
spanning a range of missions and time commitments. Whether serving 
in the active components or in either of the two reserve component 
categories (Operational Reserve Force and Strategic Reserve Force), 
their annual obligations, scheduled activations, and availability to be 
involuntarily activated for crisis will be well-defined and clearly under-
stood. Their transitions between the categories will be administratively 
easy and motivated by the individual circumstances of their careers and 
families, and by a system of compensation and incentives that reflect the 
services’ requirements. The management of their service will be based 
on the workload and capability needed to perform a mission, and on 
their contractual obligation to perform that mission, not on an autho-
rized end strength.

National Guard and Reserve members will have the opportunity to 
thrive in their civilian careers, and will serve as a vital link between the 
military and civil society in their home communities across America. 
They will be afforded the joint education and assignment opportunities 
required for promotion to senior ranks, and will be found in all ech-
elons of military leadership, including on senior joint staffs, at the four-
star rank, and in combatant commands, because their civilian-acquired 
skills, joint educational training, familiarity with state and local govern-
ment leaders and institutions, and command experience will often make 
them the best-qualified candidates to lead. 

Families and employers will support their guardsmen and reservists on 
predictable and sustainable deployments. DOD will recognize the im-
portant role employers play in recruiting and retention decisions and 
will seek a closer working relationship—a compact—with them. Fami-
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lies will be supported by a robust network of services that ensures they 
receive the appropriate level of assistance when needed, regardless of 
where they live and with which unit or service they are affiliated. Ser-
vice members returning home will be provided the medical and reinte-
gration services they need for themselves and their families and will find 
ready access to other help from the government and other sources. 

All service members, regardless of their component, will have the equip-
ment and support they need to train for and accomplish their missions, 
and the nation will continue to have assured access to National Guard 
and Reserve capabilities on a sustainable basis. 

Ultimately, the reserve components will be fully integrated with the ac-
tive components, across a spectrum of missions and levels of commit-
ment, during peacetime, wartime, domestic emergencies, and homeland 
defense missions, in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and 
Coast Guard. Members will serve without separate “reserve” designa-
tion. It will not be efficient or necessary to manage the Title 10 reserve 
components as separate entities; they will instead be a vital component 
of a totally integrated force providing the United States with the mili-
tary capability it requires. 




